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Go big and go home—that’s the theme of this
Carl. At 36 pages, I think we just broke a record.
Good luck reading it all. In all honesty, it’s really
good.

I’ve spent the last 365 days editing this thing we
call the Carl, and after 15 issues and 424 pages I’m
ready to call it quits. This is probably where I should
describe some transformation or personal voyage,
but I’d rather not. Instead, I’d rather share a short
story about love, regret, and living life to the fullest.

Three years ago, when Facebook announced its
new gift option, everyone received one free gift to
give. I always saved that gift, thinking that there
would be a really special occasion and I would want
to give the gift later. I saved that free gift for about
two years and always debated whether or not it was
the right time to give the gift. Then, one day I woke
up and the gift was gone—the cost of Facebook
“modernization,” I guess. My free gift was gone just
like that. And I'll be damned if I ever spend $1 on
an e-gift. So I guess the moral of that story is that
you should live every day like it's your last and you
never really know what you've got until it's gone. I
think there is a song that says something like that.

Regret aside, I just made it four years without
forgetting the “e” in Carleton. Better get out while I
still can.

<3 Pieh

Well, the time has come for the school year to
finish up and for us to send another group of fright-
ened seniors out into the real world. But for those of
you who will be sticking around for a little while
longer, relax. You’ve still got at least another year of
carefree college existence. And the best part? The
Carl will be there to share it with you. Sure, we may
only publish an issue every other week and spend
way too much time deciding what kind of pizza to
order when we really should be copy editing, but, to
me, the Carl is like the Cinnastix that Matt Pieh
forced us to order one too many times—indulgent,
probably very bad for you, but oh-so-necessary when
everything else is just a bit too hectic. So Carleton,
say hello to the new people who will inform you
about the outside world and crusade for the things
we tell you to care about. We promise to do our pred-
ecessors justice and maybe even order from Basil’s
every once in a while. You know, cause we think
we’re worth it.

Kelly

When I stopped by the Carl's table at the
Activities Fair, my freshman self could not have
imagined the role the Carl would play in my life over
the next four years. In retrospect, this was probably

a good thing. If someone had told me that joining the
Carl would one day lead to me working in Sayles with
my fellow editors until well after the birds had start-
ed chirping, I might have erased my name right then
and there. Ultimately, though, I'm glad that went to
that first Carl meeting, and I'm glad that I let myself
get roped into joining the copy-editing team, and I'm
glad every other week, I get to spend my Wednesday
night (and Thursday morning), helping get this paper
to print. My relationship with Carleton would have
been entirely different had I not been fortunate
enough to spend these last four years writing and
editing for the Carl. The Carl has brought me closer
to so many great Carls, and Pieh isn't so bad either.

Best,
Beatrice White

In becoming an executive editor of the Carl,
there are a number of traditions I’m expected to
uphold, and hell, my colleagues and I may well
establish a few of our own. There are three in partic-
ular I’m looking forward to continuing. The first one,
which I am particularly fond of given that I’m an 8th
week sophomore, is bitching about the writing port-
folio. The second one, one that I feel I was born for,
is being an unfunny poltroon. (My apologies to some
old editor that I cribbed that phrase from.) Most
importantly, I’m looking forward to assuming the
Hungarian desk that Bea inhabited last fall. Stay
classy, Carleton. I’ll have more to say when I’m back
in the winter.

Frank

When I was invited to write a thing or two about
movies during the spring of my freshman year, I
never expected my involvement with the Carl to go
this far. But it has! And I promise that our noble fort-
nightly’s 2010-11 iteration will be a rip-roaring,
regime-changing good time for all concerned.

That “all concerned” part, by the way, refers not
just to myself and my also-noble co-editors, but to
you, dear reader. For you, we’ll slave over hot com-
puters till 5 am, formatting only the highest-quality
prose. Stick with us, Carleton: we’ve got plenty of
sarcastic jibes on the foibles of modern life ahead.
And if that’s not enough for you, we’ll be sure to
include many more of Jacob Canfield’s hilarious
nude drawings.

Finally, huge thanks to Matt Pieh and Bea White,
our metaphorical editorial parents. When we’re scur-
rying about like headless chickens as computer
errors eat hours’ worth of work, we’ll think of you.
Good bye, Class of 2010, and hello… to tomorrow.

Andreas
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“Jimi.”
-Michael Mandelkorn ‘13

THE PHOTO POLL
What is the
best band to

replace
Tallest Man
on Earth?

“Alicia Keys. She has a great ass
and talent too.”
-Tom Singell ‘12

“Say Anything”
-Chantal Donahue ‘13 and Cara

Coren ‘13

“Train”
-Cat Ward ‘11 and Anrav

Durani ‘11

“Yeasayer, for sure”
-David Miller ‘13

THE SCHILLOMETER

New cottage cheese substitute
option at Sayles!

Tallest Man on Earth... more like
Flakiest Man on Earth

New issue of the Carleton
Progressive... remember to recy-
cle!

Tom Stoppard for the win. Go
see Arcadia!

Campus Activities now Student
Activites... YESSS!

Fellow students, you may or may not be aware that last Wednesday, your
peer leaders gathered. Writing Consultants, RAs, SWAs, TRIO people, CAASHA
people, OIL people, Math Tutors, NSW Leaders, GSC, and Career Center
Advisors all met in the Great Hall for free ice-cream, leadership training, and
self-congratulatory exercises. Yet, what about everybody else? All successful
leaders need a good cohort of followers, and followers need training as well. As
the administration has clearly neglected its duty in this area, we will do our
best to provide some helpful advice to the majority of you out there, destined
to be peer followers here at Carleton.

1. Practice Subservience: Learn to always submit to authority. Never
look people in the eye, don’t think of original ideas, and ask for help
in even the simplest situations.

2. Do What Other People Do: Go watch Iron Man 2, Glee, and Lost.
Listen to Ke$ha, read Jodi Picoult and David Sedaris, and love
Chipotle and California Pizza Kitchen.

3. Literally Follow Other People Around: Ebuka Emafuna, DAN
JENSEN, Jamaal Magee, Sana Rafiq, etc.

BY DAN ANTOSZYK AND RACHEL FEINBERG

Peer Followers

TOP FIVE

Most Unproductive Ways to Spend
Summer 2010

1. Masturbate!

2. Stalk the Carleton 2014 Facebook group

3. Experiment with the Taco Bell diet

4. Watch all seasons of One Tree Hill

5. Make necklaces out of Starburst wrappers
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Well that was anti-climactic. Where was the
room “drawma?” Where were the tears, where was
the anguish? Some people were disappointed.
That’s about it. I for one am convinced that room
draw does not need to be such an orgy of boring.
There is great potential lying dormant beneath
this languorous Carleton institution. Even a giant
“rocks-pape-scissors” tournament would be more
fun, or, imagine if draw numbers corresponded
with class rank. At least it would be interesting. I
now put forth several alternatives to the current
state of affairs with the hope that one of them will
catch on in the years to come.

The “Battle Royale” is a fairly simplistic room
draw alternative, but in a Darwinian sense, it is
beautiful as well. The competition is separated by
class year. Each grade will circle around the
perimeter of the Bald Spot, and in the middle will
lay a pile of cards with the draw numbers written
on them. At the end of fifteen minutes, whatever
number you are holding is the number you have.
No person is allowed to leave the bald spot during
this time, and if any person is seen holding more
than one card at a time, they are disqualified. If
you want a good draw number in this system, you
will have to show how much you care.

While the “Battle Royale” is an intriguing
option, I personally would opt for one that is more

orderly. The “Dueling” scenario certainly serves
this function. Every student will be randomly
assigned a number several weeks before the room
draw date. During these weeks, every Carl will
have the option to duel other students for a high-
er pick. You may only challenge someone to a
fight if they are within ten numbers of your own.
If you win, you will switch numbers with your
opponent, but if you lose, you may never chal-
lenge that opponent again. As far as the duels go,
they can happen at any time and any place.
Weapons are allowed as long as both parties
agree, and the fight goes on until one person for-
feits. This option combines luck, (in your initial
number) strategy (in who you choose to duel) and
a bit of the old ultra-violence as well.

While physical struggle is good and entertain-
ing, as students at an elite liberal arts college, it
might appear primitive if we were to adopt the
above ideas. At the same time, there is no deny-
ing that behind the façade that is our harmonious
community there are a hundreds of competitive
young people all looking to defeat one another in
the game of life. This is why I stand behind my
final proposal as one that, while devoid of any
actual violence, may be the most cutthroat of
them all. If adopted, it is likely that it would
attract national media attention every year due to

its extravagant nature. Each new student will be
allotted a specified amount, say 1,500 room dol-
lars. Come the end of spring term, a separate auc-
tion will be held for each class, and students, with
their room currency, may bid on their dorms. If
they choose, the number of people who plan to
live together may combine their individual
accounts during the process, to come up with one
total sum. As you have likely determined, there is
a large degree of strategy involved. Does one use
most of his dollars sophomore year where housing
options may be the worst, or does one save for
later to ensure ideal conditions for junior and sen-
ior year? People rich in room currency may make
friends they would not otherwise have, and your
best friend might ditch you for someone else who
has more room wealth. This option would create
cliques and rivalries, promote conflict and deciet-
ful relationships, and provide endless amuse-
ment. If not intense enough already, there is the
option of making the room currency transferable,
so that students could use it as an underground
type of cash. This introduces many more possibil-
ities for chaos into the equation, and would pos-
sibly tear apart the Carleton community. At least
it wouldn’t be boring.

ROOM DRAWCTION: THE FUTURE OF CARLETON ROOM DRAW
BY DAN ANTOSZYK

Carleton’s Pulitzer Prize Winner: T.J. Stiles

Earlier this Spring Carleton graduate T.J. Stiles ‘86
won the Pulitzer Prize in Biography for his recent
biography The First Tycoon: The Epic Life of
Cornelius Vanderbilt. He has also written Jesse
James: The Last Rebel of the Civil War.

RF: How did Carleton shape you as a person and as
a professional?
TS:Carleton was profoundly important for me. I was
a very intellectually curious kid, and I received some
important encouragement from my parents and
teachers. Yet I was really hungering for the experi-
ence I received at Carleton, that of taking part in an
intellectual community. Carleton's small size and
strong sense of community nurtured me at a critical
time; I worked closely with professors, argued with
other students, and, frankly, felt the need to meas-
ure up to the quality of thinking around me. It was
also a place where people pursued well-rounded
lives. I was a DJ at KRLX, for example, and I was
president of the karate club. That combination of of
social, cultural, athletic pursuits with the life of the
mind was exactly what I was looking for. But I won't
kid you: I was still figuring out who I was, and kept
on trying to figure that out for a very long time after-

ward. When I look back, I've always had the sneak-
ing suspicion that people remember me with the
question, “Who was that idiot?” Still, maybe if you
don't do things in college that make you feel like an
idiot when you look back on them, you're not trying
hard enough. As Chef used to say on South Park,
“There's a time and a place for everything, and it's
called college.”
RF: What attracted you to the craft of writing biogra-
phy?
TS: Biography allow me to pursue my formula, which
is to tell good stories and ask big questions. This can
be done in any narrative format, of course, but biog-
raphy sends a message right up front to the reader:
This is a story. It is about a particular person. It's
important for the humanity of the person in question
to be the primary concern, and not get lost in the
larger issues I explore. I'm not sure I always pull that
off, though, because the historical context is very
important to me, both to shed new light on my sub-
jects, and also for its own sake. I try to ask fresh
questions, offer original interpretations, of the past.
RF: How do you select who you write about? Were
your experiences in Northfield part of your inspiration
to write about Jesse James?

TS: So far, I've been looking for iconic figures, since
they become iconic because they represent some-
thing that Americans think about themselves.
Exploring the tension between the iconic status and
the gritty reality is interesting. I also like physically
dramatic lives, simply because it's more fun to write,
and, perhaps most important, lives that either influ-
enced or speak to major themes in American histo-
ry—that allow me to ask those big questions.
I NEVER imagined when I was at Carleton that I
would write about Jesse James. And I say that even
though my father is also a Carleton alum, and when
I was growing up he was perversely proud of a photo
of William Stiles, a gang member shot dead at
Northfield, who looks a bit like my father, to be hon-
est. But there's no relation.
RF: Do you have any suggestions for Carleton stu-
dents about books to read or things to do while in
college?
TS: My reading advice: Find classics you've never
read, and read them, but don't worry about finishing
them if they don't appeal to you. Go on to another.
Continued on page 7.

BY RACHEL FEINBERG
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KRLX’s Newlyweds (Some of Them)
BY RACHEL FEINBERG

KRLX meets Game Show Network, with its hilarious bi-monthly series—The Newlywed Game. The show, the brainchild of KRLX programming director Danny Nathan
‘12, brings three couples to the Cave every other Wednesday. The couples are asked questions about each other by the charismatic hosts Helen Grossman ‘12 and
Henry Moskowitz ‘11. If you can’t make it to the Cave you can tune into KRLX to listen in as the hilarity ensues.

Sally Morgridge ‘11 and Dash Cole ‘10
6th Week Winners
RF: How did you guys meet/start dating?
S&D: Well, we first met fall of '08 when Dash shut me out in beer pong and watched me do a naked lap
around Crack House, but we didn't start dating until the end of last summer.
RF: How did you feel before appearing on the Newlywed Game?
D: I felt pretty confident. I felt we had a good chance at winning it all.
S: I was really nervous because Dash didn't know my shoe size.
RF: How was your experience on the Newlywed Game?
S&D: It was fantastic! The hosts were fun and it was great to go on with our friends, Ali and Ruben.
RF: Did the show have any impact on your relationship?
S&D: Yes, because it reaffirmed that we are champions. Turns out we know each other even better than
we thought we did. Plus we're both competitive, so winning was extra romantic.

Rachel Foran ‘12 and Keagon Voyce ‘12
4th Week Contestants
RF: How did you guys meet/start dating?
R&K: We met at a party on a Wednesday night but we weren't offi-
cially together until four days later after Heaven and Hell.
RF: How long have you been dating?
R&K: Eighteen months next Monday!
RF: How did you feel before appearing on the Newlywed Game?
R&K: I was a little nervous. Keagon was a little drunk....
RF: Had you ever seen the Newlywed Game before on TV?
R&K: Based on the TV show, we were dreading a question about
making "whoopy", especially because my mom was listening...

Brooke Granowski ‘13 and Danny Forman ‘12
4th Week Contestants
RF: How did you guys meet/start dating?
B&D: We met on our floor during fall term -- 4th Burton (Danny later moved to Huntington). We started
dating in November.
RF: How did you feel before appearing on the Newlywed Game?
B&D: Brooke was nervous -- she was scared they were going to ask embarrassing questions. Instead, lucki-
ly, they asked bizarre and irrelevant questions. Danny was amused by the whole proceedings.
RF: How was your experience on the Newlywed Game?
B&D: It was alright.
RF:If a couple asked you if you if they should go on would you say 'yes'
or 'no'?
B&D: Ehhhh. Then again, you're asking the losing team. HIGH FIVE.

Ali Melton ‘11 and Ruben Ramirez ‘12
6th Week Contestants
RF: How did you guys meet/start dating?
A&R: We met at the beginning of winter term last year and started dating
that February.
RF: How did you feel before appearing on the Newlywed game?
A: Excited because I love gameshows and had faith we would do well.
Ru: Scared, but willing.
RF: How was your experience on the Newlywed Game?
A&R: It was good yet frustrating to lose by only half of a
point!
RF: Did the show have any impact on your relationship?
A&R: Not really, it just gave us something else to talk about for
the next couple of days.

Sally Larkins ‘11 and Ben Somogyi ‘12
4th Week Winners
RF: How did you guys meet/start dating?
S&B: We had many mutual friends and started
hanging out just the two of us. One thing led to
another and we made out in an Evans quint. You
know how it goes.
RF: How long have you been dating?
S&B: A little over a year.
RF: How did you feel before appearing on the
show?
S&B: We were nervous. We didn't want to embar-
rass ourselves, so we started quizzing each other in
preparation. None of the questions we asked each
other ended up being questions on the show, but
they were a good warm-up (Clearly, since we WON).
RF: Did the show have any impact on your relation-
ship?
S&B: We didn't break up as a result, so that's good.
We learned some things about each other. For
example, I learned Ben's safe word(s) is "Billy Joel."
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SO MUCH SMARTER THAN A 5TH GRADER: CARLETON’S BIGGEST NERDS
BY RACHEL FEINBERG

Andreas Stoehr ‘11
RF: How do you define the term "nerd"?
AS: I think of nerdiness as a passion for something, whether it's computers, science fiction, musical theater, or
even something more arcane like stamps or ticket stubs.
RF: Do you think a nerd at Carleton is different than a nerd elsewhere?
AS: All nerds, from Siberia to Morocco, have at least the aforementioned passion in common, but at Carleton we
get something else: a supportive nerd community. We can join campus groups, read publications, and listen to the
radio, and instantly have our nerdiness reaffirmed.
RF: What have you liked about the competition?
AS: There's so much diversity and great discussion with this particular band of nerds! So whoever wins, we're all
winners. Plus, I think we get t-shirts.
RF: What are your areas of nerdy expertise?
AS: My main and most obvious specialty is film, since I do in fact have a storehouse of encyclopedic film history
knowledge. However, I'm also cuckoo for comics and literature, as well as sci-fi and horror in all media. Another
great weakness of mine is animated TV shows and associated minutiae—like that Tim Curry voiced Nigel in The
Wild Thornberrys, or that Shaggy's real name is Norville Rogers.
RF: For how long, if at all, have you thought you were a nerd?
AS: My grandfather used to tell a story about how, at a family gathering when I was maybe 11 or 12, everyone was
having fun in the pool. And I was sitting off to the side reading my dictionary. Through events like these, I knew
that I was a nerd by the end of middle school.

Edwin Avalos ‘11
RF: How do you define the term "nerd"?
EA: Someone who has an obsession taken to one extreme or another. Not just about any subject though, something they think is 'pretty neat'.
RF: How do you see yourself fitting into this definition?
EA: If I find something I like, I spend a ridiculous amount of time learning about it. For example my geekiness/nerdom revolves around certain sentence con-
structions in Icelandic. Last week it was about Italian syntax and book by Burzio. Before that it was probably something about Doctor Who. It seems like flavors
of the week, but if brought up at any point I will nerd out about it almost immediately to the point where I get odd stares, but I invite those odd stares, because
everyone has those moments and they know it.
RF: What are your areas of nerdy expertise?
EA: Jets, robots, giant robots, giant robot animes (gundam, robotech, neon genesis evangelion, escaflowne), linguistics in general (but currently obsessed with
something called Harmonic Serialism), electronics/gadgets, computers in general, the windows registry, Doctor Who, British tv in general, and puppies.
RF: For how long, if at all, have you thought you were a nerd?
EA: Since the 6th grade. My teacher would hand out these "Rainy Day Packets" which was full of random trivia that taught you how to use the internet and books
to look up information and answer pretty spiffy questions. I always finished them first because I thought they were the most fun things ever.

Daisuke Kawachi ‘13
RF: How did you become part of the Carleton’s Biggest Nerd program?
DK: I'm good friends with both Emily Thomas and Andrew Bacon. One day we were at lunch dis-
cussing our lives and we ended up having a lovely conversation about gravity bubbles in Doctor
Who, Absolute Zero, and various other things. It was determined that I was a wild card, a Stealth
Nerd, and that I should go on the show.
RF: What are your areas of nerdy expertise?
DK: I've absorbed a lot of random knowledge over the years about a lot of really interesting top-
ics, so while I don't outwardly display nerdiness it tends to crop up in conversations. But some of
my areas include Pokemon, various RPGs and MMORPGS, concepts in physics, philosophy, film,
and post-modern literature.

Andreas Stoehr with a Marvel comic

Left: Edwin Avalos. Right: Daisuke Kawachi in a comics t-shirt.
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Rebecca Frumkin ‘12
RFe: How do you define the term "nerd"?
RFr: I'm not old enough to remember a time when "nerd" was an objectionable term - like when nerds had to exact some sort of revenge because they'd been
mistreated by people called "jocks." To me, a nerd is the type of person who has a really intensive knowledge of H.P. Lovecraft, takes Latin and/or Greek, under-
stands what I'm talking about when I say the words "Perry Bible Fellowship," revels in programming jokes, knows how to convert a VHS tape into a DVD, etc.
These people are not the victims - they're clearly the winners.
RFe: Do you think a nerd at Carleton is different than a nerd elsewhere?
RFr: Definitely. The bar is set pretty high here. No bullshitting. That means you've essentially got to strive to prove your nerdiness among MANY potential candi-
dates for nerddom. Outside of Carleton, you can just scream, "It's a trap!" and become a de facto nerd. At Carleton, however, it's a little more difficult.
RFe: What have you liked about the competition?
RFr: I've really enjoyed bonding with other nerds, talking about Guy Maddin, knocking microphones over, heckling the live studio audience.
RFe: What are your areas of nerdy expertise?
RFr: DFW, like I said. Anything about Brian Wilson or the lives of the Beach Boys. I've also been known to have religious experiences brought on by "Ulysses," a
book by another unreadable author. Late '60s BBC—especially "The Prisoner" with Patrick McGoohan. I've memorized the plots of/can quote from any episode of
all 21 seasons of "The Simpsons." Same thing with Rod Serling's "Twilight Zone." I've also got a weird habit of rewriting screenplays for different directors:
Richard Linklater for "Driving Miss Daisy," and Sidney Lumet for "Happy Feet" are two of the big ones. Like any self-respected nerd, I'm obsessed with useless
trivia, which is why I can tell you that Laurence Harvey's ("The Manchurian Candidate", the good 1959 version) daughter is a bounty hunter and Tony Dow (of
Leave It to Beaver fame) is now a semi-famous sculptor. One of Tony Dow's most famous sculptures if called "Le Cirque." Is that enough?
RFe: For how long, if at all, have you thought you were a nerd?
RFr: I think I realized it in the eighth grade. My mom and dad had tickets for "Waiting for Godot," and we were going to go downtown as a family to see it. I was
so excited that I dressed up as Vladimir - bowler hat, tails and all - and went to school like that. I got many a weird look, and I was at a Montessori school. So I
think that was a warning sign.

Jonathan Garnaas-Holmes ‘12
RF: How do you define the term “nerd”?
JGH: To me, a nerd is a strange combination of two things. On the one part, it's some anti-social semi-
genius who never gets sunlight and is awkward in everything they do. On the other hand, I know I'm a
nerd, and I don't fit in to many of those categories (I do lack sunlight!). I think a good definition I once
heard is "a nerd is someone who really gets into one specific category, and knows all about it."
RF: How do you see yourself fitting into this definition?
JGH: For me, I feel like I do have my specific knowledge (computer science). I might even be too invest-
ed in it - I've already completed the major requirements as a Sophomore and by the time I graduate >=
half of my courses will have been computer science.
RF: Do you think a nerd at Carleton is different than a nerd elsewhere?
JGH: I think it's entirely different. Almost everyone here would categorize themselves as a nerd, and
therefore everyone seems less nerdy. It simply becomes having an interest in something.
RF: For how long, if at all, have you thought you were a nerd?
JGH: I'm still conflicted about it. Sometimes I feel like nerd has a negative connotation, and therefore I
don't want to think I'm one, but other times I focus on the area of interest definition and am totally fine
with it. Sooo, always and never? Jonathan Garnaas-Holmes with Lemmings

More From T.J. Stiles

There are always more good books to read than you
will ever have time for; unless it's for a class, don't
feel guilty if you put a book down because it's not
doing it for you. But books generally become classics
because they are simply wonderful works of litera-
ture, which offer reading pleasure, enrich your life,
and make you a fuller cultural citizen. I didn't dis-
cover Melville or Tolstoy, for example, until I was out
of graduate school. I love their work.
RF: Do you have any advice for Carleton seniors who
will soon be entering the professional world?
TS: On entering the working world: Keep alert. Don't
let your life be determined entirely by accident. If
you take a job in insurance because it's convenient

or just a paycheck, ten years later you'll find yourself
stuck in insurance (or thriving, if you like it). My
point is, inertia is a powerful force, and it's very dif-
ficult to break it in a working life, as you build your
resume. If you have a passion, try to find a way to
keep working your way back to it, if jobs take you
away from it. Accident can be great, of course, so
keep your eyes open for opportunities.
RF: How has winning the Pulitzer Prize changed your
life?
TS: The Pulitzer has changed my life by depriving me
of any free time!

Continued from page 4

T.J. Stiles
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RROOTTBBLLAATTTT
Once again, the tradition lived on. Starting at 5:15 a.m. on Saturday May 15th, Rotblatt 144 was

an epic showing and a spectacular day. The final score: IRIS 193 - GOLD 192. 
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WALL OF
SHAME

YOU LEFT ROTBLATT RIGHT AFTER TAKING A
SHIRT. WE KNOW ABOUT IT. NOT COOL.

114444
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Losing your virginity is something that is
dwelt upon intensely in fiction and in film. The
entirety of American Pie (the first one) is about
a group of young men trying to have sex for the
first time. It is hard to give advice about with
whom and how to you lose your virginity because
the event is filled with so much
anticipation—having sex is the entryway into a
new realm of sexual activity and experimenta-
tion. For these same reasons it is hard to follow
any advice about it. Having sex for the first time
is often glorified positively as a mind-blowing,
exhilarating experience, or described as painful,
awkward and strange. As you can see from the
following stories, it can be a combination of any
of these things. Instead of giving advice about
first times, it is best to share stories. That way
you can know what to expect by really not
expecting anything at all. For those who have
had sex, sharing these stories can also be valu-
able. You can see how each experience is
unique, but always with some parallels. There is
nothing you should be ashamed of from that first
time. My mom always says, “Guilt is a wasted
emotion.” Let us share stories and enjoy the rest
of our sexual lives.

F/Freshman
I was fifteen years old and me and this boy

had been hooking up off and on since the first
week of 9th grade. It was one of those intense
manipulative relationships that left me with
body issues for several years. I had always want-
ed a more traditional kind of boyfriend/girlfriend
relationship with him so I had held off from sex
for a while as a means of having some kind of
leverage. Eventually, after my 10th grade math
final I caved. It was a hot day and I looked tired
and horrible. I went to his house, which was

empty; both of his parents were at work. We had
sex on his parents’ bed. I began bleeding during
foreplay because he fingered me so intensely.
The sex was painful, but I left wanting to have
sex again very badly. After we had vaginal sex we
experimented with anal sex on his brother’s bed.
We didn’t have any lube so we used body lotion.
It was also very painful, but I knew I would try it
again, but maybe after a little while. Soon he
became nervous and anxious that his parents
would return and he promptly asked me to leave.
I wasn’t able to receive the post-coital affection
that would have left me much more secure.
Eventually this boy and I moved on with our lives
sexually, but for some strange reason that I will
never completely comprehend, he remains one
of my best friends.

M/Sophomore
It was with a girl I'd been with before but we

weren't officially dating. We knew each other
pretty well and were kind of just messing around
for a while for fun. We were both 16 I think. My
girl invited me over to her house one weekend.
Her parents were away and she was supposed to
be staying at her friend's house. We had been
talking about it for a while, but it was still kind
of weird. Something like that is always awkward
at first, but we got comfortable pretty quickly.

M/Freshman
In June I threw a party for my best friend’s

birthday at an apartment in the city. Twenty of
our closest friends came. While shit hit the
fan—drama always presents itself at parties,
especially those in high school—I began to
drink. When shit continued to hit the fan, I con-
tinued to drink. Nineteen beers in, I received a
phone call from a guy I had met the week before.

He showed up to the party an hour later and we
began to get physical. He grabbed my hand,
guiding me to the bathroom for privacy. We were
stripped on the bathroom floor. We swayed, glis-
tening with perspiration, sighing quietly. There
was no emotion, no love, only lust. And I have
still never known anything more. After I slipped
on basketball shorts he led me to a room to
sleep. I held him as he fell into a drunken sleep.

When he woke up, we parted. We haven’t
spoken since.

F/Senior
I was a senior in high school, and I had been

dating this guy for about 2 months. He had been
my best friend for most of high school, so dating
him was a questionable decision but also meant
that we had already seen each other naked and
had no qualms about... anything. We were so
excited to have sex because most of our other
friends were in relationships and we were both
virgins and sex is just such an exciting first.

We tried several times but it wouldn’t go in,
which was frustrating, but I think those were all
bad situations. Then on Cinco de Mayo his par-
ents were out to a late dinner so we planned it,
and we got condoms and did it on his couch in
his living room, and it was certainly not very
pleasurable, but it was SO exciting and not real-
ly painful. And then we ate ice cream and held
hands a lot and couldn’t stop talking about how
excited we were to have finally done it. And now
he only dates men. Overall, it was super whole-
some, as far as sex that you hide from your par-
ents can be. And it was a great way to begin my
sexual encounters beacuse it made me so com-
fortable with my body.

First Time’s
the Charm,
the Worst, or
Just About
Anything

BY J. WOODCOCK STRONG
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Independent People, whose three-day premiere run ended on
Sunday, was well-acted, flawlessly-executed, and completely
intolerable.

I wanted to like this play, I really did. I watched the Carleton
Players slaving away on this project for two trimesters, filling Arena
with dirt, stripping sheep bones for props, and attending constant
rehearsals. The collaboration with Chicago's Lookingglass Theatre
promised an additional element of professionalism; I anticipated not
merely a good show, but an excellent one.

The dirt, the bones, the acting, and the professionalism were all
there. It was the play that was the problem. While I was not expecting
a bundle of laughs from an Icelandic drama about social injustice and
economic hardship, neither did I expect a grueling test of my ability
to give a damn.

The play opened strong, with dry ice and a gruesome childbirth
scene, then quickly devolved. The plot, about an Icelandic sheep
farmer and his family, lacked a driving force or identifiable focus other
than constant human suffering. There was no ebb and flow of drama;
each scene rambled along with as much importance, or unimportance,
as the next. It actually reminded me, ironically, of counting sheep.
“One bleak vignette, two bleak vignettes, three bleak vignettes...” The
clever puppetry and staging were lost somewhere in the mire. The
most exciting part of the whole play was when Jared Evans dug a hole
in Arena's earthen floor, since the question “How much dirt can he
dig?” was more compelling than anything the plot had to offer.

By the second Act, by which I mean "after intermission" rather
than after a significant turning point in the story, I was going crazy.
Arena's seats had never felt so poorly designed. The behemoth
shuddered to at least five false endings, or places it could have ended
without me ever wanting more. I don't even remember what happened
in the real ending.

Independent People has potential. Lookingglass Theatre has
shown that it can put on a good show, but it first needs to decide what
that show is about and make us care for, desire, and remember it. To
the Players, I say bravo for working through the problematic script and
giving such a professional performance.

Independent People Has Potential
BY KRISTEN ASP
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I thoroughly enjoyed the senior art show “Dimensional Vision.” I was
surprised by how quickly the art engrossed me. I couldn’t resist viewing all
of the slides of female bodies under the microscope in Irene Koplinka-
Loehr’s “laboratory” and chuckling heartily at Allie Schwartz’s bust of the
antler girl. Kitty O’Connell’s abstract silk-screen images thrown against the
dappled sunlight are strikingly beautiful. Nate Ryan’s portraits are dynamic
and made me ponder the heroism of bike mechanics, and Andy Cochrane
and Dylan Frazao’s rendering of Lady Liberty decked out for war (even armed
with a bazooka) is both amusing and thought-provoking. While usually
ceramics leave me numb, I itched to touch the contours of Drew Chambers’
convoluted and Jhanna Kosicki’s embracing pots. The exhibition often
effectively confronts serious issues with whimsy, is visually pleasing, and
leaves the viewer both entertained and meditative. If all these adjectives
aren’t enough to inspire you to see the show, I took excerpts from some of
the artistic statements to further entice you.

In Boliou, Andrew Tung explores his identity as a first-generation
Chinese-American, or “hyphen-American,” by creating jewelry modeled after
traditional Chinese designs that display Western Company logos. Suddenly
recognizing the logo of Starbucks or Jaguar on his lovely jewelry was
surprising and effective in illustrating the altered perspective of first-
generation Americans.

Drew Chambers created uniform and symmetrically thrown pots which he
then altered with his hands to create interesting convoluted shapes. The
dips and curves are aesthetically pleasing, with the pots exhibiting various
degrees of functionality. Drew is “most excited about the way they fit into
the hand, and the way the folds of the external form obscure the inside as
you peer across the lip of the pot.” Revealing his geology background, Drew
further comments that the curves of the pots evoke, for him, “gorge mouths
or the polished curves of other rock formations.”

In the basement of the concert hall, Britta Kri mused on the rapid
evolution of photography by creating three-dimensional objects out of
photographs. “With the rise of digital editing softwares and manipulation
techniques, [Britta] no longer sees photographs as a mirror of reality.” Britta
tries “pushing the already fading elements and borders of photography to
three-dimensional form, layers, and moving images.” She cynically remarks
“the pieces can be viewed as an extent of the present state of photography
where anything passes as a photograph as long as the image quality is
lifelike.” In one of her pieces a 3-D house projects from the photograph, and
if you peer into the little windows can you see people moving and
interacting.

“Dimensional Vision”
BY SADIE MELLER

“A Darkey Misunderstanding” by Britni Robinson

“Lady Liberty” by Andrew Cochrane and Dylan Frazao
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In a secluded corner of the
gallery, Irene Koplinka-Loehr
provocatively asks the question,
“Has our understanding of
female sexuality been dictated
by a lens of reproduction?” She
erected an interactive
“laboratory,” where you can use
a microscope to see the multiple
slides she created. Make sure
you play with the focus of the
microscope; depending on the
focus, you can fade from an
image of a female body to read
scientific facts about it.
Ultimately, Irene’s exhibition
questions the way in which
female sexuality is represented
in our society. Irene explains, “The utilization of the microscope as viewing
device for mini-photographs engages you, the viewer, to analyze how we
interpret science as truth. A microscope creates a scientifically directed
viewing space, separates you from the images while concurrently creating a
very intimate space. This juxtaposition is emblematic of how our society
addresses female sexuality: keeps it at arm’s length while examining it
closely.”

Elissa Brown employed maps, satellite images, and geospacial data to
examine the Northfield area with her art, urging us to “consider landscapes
from an entirely different perspective.” The topographical map Elissa
created out of uniform wooden blocks confounds one with how painstakingly
long it must have taken. Elissa conveys through her art how the land in
Northfield has been altered and damaged by its human inhabitants. Elissa

states that “ranging
from obvious to subtle,
human influence can
be seen in all features
of the landscape—even
the ones we regard as
most natural, like
topography and
vegetation. I found the
resulting patterns most
visually interesting and
important to consider.”

K r i s t i n a
Eldrenkamp’s pieces
evoke the irony of
writing a personal
statement for college
admissions to be
“judged by complete
strangers.” She depicts
personal statements
obscured by overlaying
images, forcing us to
scrutinize the writing to
try to understand the
personality of the
writer. “Through the

interaction of text and image, I created portraits where glimpses of the
person can be caught through the writing.” Kristina continues, “In this
piece, intimacy is translated to obscurity, and it asks the viewer to step
closer to discern each individual’s identity.”

Jun Li tells the story of the “immigrant experience.” “As an
immigrant myself,” Jun elaborates, “I want to understand and explain
why people leave the familiarity of their homes and venture towards a
new country and new life. I want to know what goes on in the lives of
immigrants as they attempt to find a place in America.” Her woodcut
technique creates a stark contrast in her portraits, emphasizing the
severity of the content. Behind the portraits are news articles that
remind us of the harsh lives that often face immigrants when they come
to America, but the featured quotes from the portrayed individuals
convey a sense of optimism.

The exhibit ranges from the entrance of Boliou to the basement of the
Concert Hall, the Library, and Hulings. Other artists in the show include
Sarah Ball, Emma Bentley, Lyndon DeSalvo, Scott Donaldson, Eleanor
Gilles, Alice Gilmore, Emogene Schilling, and Alexandra Waters. The exhibit
continues through June 11.

“Bust of the antler girl, pride of her
hometown” by Allison Schwartz

“Relationship Series” by Jhanna Kosicki

“Residents, 208/210 2nd Street” by Sarah Ball
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Historic Site for Sale: Competing Visions for
Future of Dundas’s Archibald Mill
PHOTOS AND TEXT BY KRISTEN ASP

It was dusk the first time I encountered the
Archibald Mill ruins. A particularly generous pro-
fessor was driving me and a group of other under-
age film majors to some bar in the boonies where
they didn’t card. We were laughing, driving way
over the posted speed limit, sucking fireflies into
our grill. As our van hurtled around a corner, I
watched as a hulking, jagged shape rose up over
the river. I turned to look back at it as we glided
by.

“What was that building back there?” I asked.
Despite the fact that there had been multiple
buildings “back there,” the professor seemed to
know which one I was talking about.

“That’s the old mill,” he said, somewhat
proudly, jabbing his thumb over his shoulder.
“That was, in fact, the original General Mills
mill.” I asked what had happened to it, and he
said simply, “It closed,” and then, “Who’s ready
for beer?!” I was ready for beer, and I put the mill
out of my mind.

I have, however, a nerdish fondness for old
places, particularly if they are experiencing a
state of decay. The mill, which was both aged and
decrepit, soon crept into my psyche and lodged
itself next to Northfield’s rotting train depot, the
abandoned dairy with its peeling white paint, and

the haunted middle school. There is something
fascinating about these dark, moldering buildings
that I can’t simply attribute to my childhood fond-
ness for playing in them. Is it the way the light fil-
ters through holes in the roof, or the smell of rust?
In the end, I can’t say what it was about the mill
that resonated with me, or what drove me to visit
it in person three years after that first encounter.

The day my friend Liz and I walked to Dundas
to visit the mill, the air was heavy with the smell
of manure and rain. Although spring had come
early, many of the fields were still unplowed. In
Minnesota, a bad frost can come as late as May,
so most farmers won't plant until late April at the
earliest. This short growing season originally led
European settlers to believe that the region would
never be able to grow enough wheat to feed its
population. The standard grain for making flour,
the soft winter or “white” wheat, was too wussy to
stand the cold. The type of wheat that did grow,
the hard red or “spring” wheat, wasn’t much bet-
ter; it was sold to the Native Americans as a
coarsely-ground meal disparagingly called “red
dog.” However, it was the ability to mill red wheat
that would spur Minnesota’s first population
explosion.

The word “explosion” did not come to mind

when Liz and I arrived in Dundas. It was a
Saturday, and some men in John Deere caps
lounged outside the corner bar and smoked, while
next door two men cut brush with a chainsaw. And
there, across the street from this completely pro-
saic rural scene, was the mill.

Upon seeing the mill in daylight, two things
struck me as odd: First, there was a parking lot
painted with crisp white lines and new curbs on
its north side. Second, the building itself was very
orange. It was almost cheerful. I had remembered

it, or maybe imagined it, as surrounded by over-
grown vegetation and cool indigo shadows. Much
moodier. This looked more like a pleasant rest
stop that happened to have been hit by a tornado.
There was even a picnic bench in the neatly-
trimmed grass nearby.

“Do you think that picnic bench is for the
mill, or do you think it’s unrelated?” I asked Liz,
feeling oddly fretful. Was my mill a sellout? Liz
shrugged.

“We don’t have to eat on it,” she said. We
walked across the parking lot to the corner of the
mill. The entire west wall was gone, while two
steeply-pitched triangular walls on either side
held up a nonexistent roof. The stone was a brit-
tle, rust-colored limestone with rich yellow under-
tones. Bits of cement still clung to parts of the
walls’ interior. The windows and door frames
seemed to have held up well, even if the walls and
floors around them had collapsed.

Liz and I inched past the small sign that said
“Private Property” at the base of the mill’s
cement floor, but there was really nowhere to go;
the ground dropped away rapidly to what had
probably been a lower level before the floor rotted
away. Below, we could see water trickling through
a small channel full of rusted gears. Liz sat on a
sunny window ledge in the south side of the mill
and watched a bird add tufts of grass to the nest
it was constructing in a pipe. Thunderheads rum-
bled somewhere to the north.

“That’s the old mill,” he said, some-
what proudly, jabbing his thumb
over his shoulder. “That was, in fact,
the original General Mills mill.”



“This is nice,” said Liz, cracking open an iced
tea.

“This is cool,” I corrected. “I’m going to take
some photos.” Perhaps the mill would look more
awesome through a camera lens. I prowled around
the mill for a while, trying to capture the mysteri-
ous blue structure I’d seen two years ago, but Liz
was right. It was just nice.

“Here, hold this sign,” I ordered, handing Liz
a particularly un-picturesque sign that was plant-
ed in front of the mill. Liz frowned. “Don’t worry,”
I said, “it will be just as much a sign when I put
it back. I just want it out of the frame.” I backed
up a bit and, after taking a few unsatisfactory
shots, slid the sign back in the ground. “There,” I
said, “Like it was never gone.” I smugly contem-
plated how ugly the sign would have been in the
photo before realizing what it said. “For sale.”
“Whoa, wait, you can buy this thing?!”

I wasn’t the first person to have been sur-
prised by this fact. Jerry Adams hadn’t realized
that you could buy the mill either until he found
himself its owner. It started when the estate of W.
W. Pye, a local lawyer, went up for auction in the
late sixties. Young Jerry, whose family had come
to Dundas to manage the municipal liquor store,
decided to place a bid on a whim after a friend
told him about the auction. After all, what did he
have to lose? He took all the money he had out of
his bank account. No one outbid him. And so, for
$1,500, Jerry came to own a sizeable chunk of
Dundas, including most of the land between the
bar and the mill, the mill itself, the mill’s steam
plant, the island in the middle of the river, and
some property on the east side of the river.
Perhaps the best deal ever made on Dundas prop-
erty, however, was made by the Archibald brothers
themselves.

After a previous settler abandoned the proper-
ty in 1857, Canadian George N. Archibald and his
brother John bought the entire parcel of land that
is now Dundas for a bargain. By 1858, they had
dammed the river, erected a mill, and created a
layout for the future town that included churches,
schools, and thoroughfares. I imagine that the
brothers must have possessed a sort of single-
minded ambition, obsessing about the flour they
would one day make while they hunkered down in
their homesteader’s shack and watched their dig-
its freeze off. To the Archibalds, the milling of red
wheat presented a problem to be solved in the
same way that one might dam a river or clear a
forest. Within a few years, during which they liter-
ally kept their noses to the grindstone, they had
adopted a milling technique for the tough red
wheat which, using slower steel rollers and a
series of silk purifiers, created a type of flour so
pure and so high in gluten that bakers called it
“the doctor,” because “when blended with other
flours, it seemed to cure any ill.” In short,

Archibald flour helped cheap Midwestern bakers
stretch their crappy flour into more bread.

At this time, the mills in Minneapolis were
still in their infancy. Charles Pillsbury and
Cadwallader Washburn, the owner of General
Mills, marveled at the success of the Archibalds’
operation. At the New York and London
exchanges, Archibald flour was selling for one to
two dollars per barrel more than all other flours,
with the mill putting out 500 barrels every day.
The future wheat tycoons at first suspected that
the Archibalds’ secret lay in the grain.
Cadwallader Washburn even sent a spy to steal a
handful of Archibald wheat from the mill.
However, when the grain milled poorly in
Minneapolis, Washburn decided to change his
technique. He sent his informers back to suck up
to the brothers, who in turn were all too happy to
talk about the milling processes that obsessed
them at length. In the end, the Archibald Mill was
not the original General Mills mill, but instead the
mill whose techniques the company adopted to
become the flour giant of the Midwest.

The Archibald and Washburn mills coexisted

peacefully for many years, though both suffered
fires and, in the end, abandonment.
Cadwallader’s mill in Minneapolis, once the
largest flour mill in the world, was lucky enough
to become the Mill City Museum after its years of
neglect. But what would happen to the Archibald
Mill now that it was for sale? I wondered. Could
just anyone buy it? Though I’d come to accept the
fact that the mill wasn’t the decrepit gloomy won-
derland I had expected, the possibility that some
developer could potentially plow it under to make
way for riverfront condos angered me. I decided to
call the number on the sign to find out more.

I wasn’t sure who I would be talking to when I
called, and I prayed it wasn’t a municipal com-
puter system that would require me to navigate
various bureaucratic offices by punching numbers
or enunciating “historic mill” when prompted.
Before I had a chance to practice being articulate,
however, someone picked up on the other end of
the line and said, “Hello?” I was caught a little off
guard.

“Are you selling the mill?” I blurted. The per-
son on the phone assured me that yes, they were
selling the mill. I asked why, and the person said,
rather gruffly, “I’ve had it for a long time, and now
I want to sell it.”

The mill vendor was Jerry Adams, the same
man who had owned the property since the sixties.
After the purchase, Jerry had moved into a house
on the newly-acquired land on the east side of the
river, where he and his wife live today.

I smugly contemplated how ugly
the sign would have been in the
photo before realizing what it said.
“For sale.” “Whoa, wait, you can
buy this thing?!”
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He had no particular plans for the mill, and
for many years simply left it as it was. The struc-
ture continued to weather. Occasionally, people
would loot stone from the ruins, but, explained
Jerry, there was no way to stop them and he was-
n’t really obligated to do so.

“One guy, everyone knows, even built a fire-
place out of that stone. A fifteen-foot-wide fire-
place,” said Jerry incredulously. While he is tech-
nically within his rights to press charges for
destruction of his property, Jerry told me, the
legal fees incurred wouldn’t be worth it since the
mill doesn’t bring in any money. I then asked what
he, the owner of the mill, is allowed to do to the
property. Or what other owners could do with it.

“Hypothetically,” I said, trying to sound indif-
ferent, “if you sold it to someone who wanted to
build, say, a Culver’s on the mill, could they do
it?” The last movie theatre in town had been
demolished to make way for a Culver’s, and I har-
bor a bizarre grudge towards the chain as a result.

“I wouldn’t sell it to that person,” said Jerry
defiantly. “I don’t have the money to restore that
mill, and I would only sell it to someone who
would restore it.” I breathed a sigh of relief. I was
worried Jerry might be a heartless businessman
looking to make a quick buck, but now he was
sounding more like an old-fashioned father trying
to find arrange the perfect marriage for his daugh-
ter. “The Historical Society has asked me to

donate it, but they don’t have any money and they
couldn’t fix it. I want it restored.”

“What kind of person do you think might buy
it and restore it?” I asked.

“I don’t know,” said Jerry.
Jerry’s plan was to wait. I suppose if you had

owned the mill for so long, a few more months or
years on the market wouldn’t make a difference.
But I wanted to find out, as soon as possible, what
plans others had for the mill and, more specifi-
cally, to make sure that the mill was safe from all
those who would wish it ill. I decided to telephone
the Dundas Historical Society to see what they
would do with a donated mill.

In addition to operating the Dundas Historical
Society, Michelle Millenacker and her husband
Glenn operate the Archibald Inn, a B&B in
Dundas. Michelle perked up as soon as I men-
tioned the mill ruins.

“The Historical Society was actually started as
a non-profit in order to restore the mill,” Michelle
told me eagerly. “I wanted to save it and my hus-
band said, ‘Well, what are you going to do about
it?’” Grant money from the state is available for
the preservation of historic places if they are
owned by non-profit organizations, such as a his-
torical society. The non-profits, however, can’t get
a grant unless they own the site. Since Jerry won’t
donate the mill unless the Historical Society
shows they have money the renovate it, the

restoration of the mill becomes a sort of Catch 22.
I asked Michelle what, if any, her dream for the
mill is.

Michelle dreams of the Archibald Mill restored
to the architecture of its 1914 incarnation as the
“Castle Mill,” in which the roof was crenellated
like a Norman castle. The mill would serve a
museum of milling in the Cannon River valley,
where no fewer than a dozen mill ruins dot the
countryside. Michelle and her husband have even
stockpiled more than seventy one-ton pallets of
limestone salvaged from structures built around
the same time, so that matching stonework can be
had if restoration on the Archibald Mill ever gets
under way.

“So that’s my quest,” said Michelle, and
added wistfully, “The whole place would take seri-
ous cash to restore it, though, and so it really is
just a dream.” After a moment of silence, she
added resolutely that a public-private partnership
is what’s needed, and that all hope was not lost
for the mill.

I, on the other hand, was feeling that hope
was lost, even though I was not really sure what I
wanted for the mill. I certainly didn’t want it sold
to a developer. Although Jerry seemed firmly
against that option, what if he gave in to the
opportunity to sell it for big bucks and moved to a
massive condo in Florida?
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Or, what if someone came and built a whole house
out of the mill’s bricks? Or what if it just rotted
away into nothing… I pondered the idea of a
museum. I enjoy museums. But what if the castle
roof made it look like a White Castle? Or a
Culver’s?

Not really knowing what I was looking for, I
went to the Northfield Historical Society in search
of more information on the current state of the
mill. While there were plenty of historical records
and photographs, I didn’t have the heart to look at
them anymore.

“Can I just talk to someone about the mill?” I
asked a young historian as she rifled through mill-
related artifacts in a basement room. “Like,
what’s happening with the mill today?” She sug-
gested I talk to Chip DeMann, who was working in
the gift store upstairs.

Chip turned out to be Jerry’s nephew, in addi-
tion to being the leader of the Jesse James Gang
during Northfield’s historical reenactments. His
great-grandfather, he told me, used to operate the
mill’s steam plant. A thoughtful, cheery man with
a trim white beard, Glenn probably knows just
about everything there is to know about the mill’s
history. After writing down facts and figures about
everything from milling capacity to the dates and
circumstances of various fires in the mill’s histo-
ry, I asked Chip the question that had been both-
ering me.

“Why do people, um, care about the mill?”
Chip seemed to understand my question,

since he didn’t answer right away. Finally, he said
slowly, “There aren’t many ruins.” In the U.S.,
history falls away rather quickly in our quest to
make way for the new, the shiny, the Culver’s.
Ruins tend to be cleared away as a sign of decay
rather than history. As a ruin, however, the
Archibald Mill becomes a visible symbol of the
rise and fall of the Cannon River Valley. I asked
Chip what he wanted for the mill, but I already
knew what he was going to say.

“It’s in its purest form right now,” he said.
“As a ruin.” The question of what stage of the mill
the site should be restored to, as well as what pur-
pose it should serve, confounded the problem of
funding. In the end, it was best to let the mill be.

I contemplated what Chip had said as I
reviewed the photos I took that first day at the
mill. In each one, the mill looks like a different
structure. There’s the black and white photo I
took after removing the sign, which looks like a
real estate advertisement. There’s the photo of a
cheerful blue sky shining in a window surrounded
by striped ochre stone. And there’s me, standing
in a doorframe with a cold, remixed color scheme.
Laying them all side by side, I’m still not sure
which one I like best.
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MLKSpeaker Dude and
Other Stories of Days
Gone By: Seniors
Reflect on Their
Time at Carleton
BY SALOMONE BAQUIS, BEN BLINK, MAX DAVIDSON, ALEX GIBSON, HANNAH GOLDBERG, ADDIE HONEYCUTT, SASHA
KOROBOVA, KATE MCDONALD, LAUREN NAKAMURA, MATT PIEH, ANNIE REES, KATE RICHEY, ROBIN VIELE, BEATRICE
WHITE

On the MLK Speaker Dude Headline:
BY BEATRICE WHITE

We've all done it once; given our paper a silly title while we're writ-
ing it and then forgotten to change it later. Fortunately for most of us,
the only person who will ever read your paper, accidentally titled "TITLE
GOES HERE," is your professor. Unfortunately for the 'tonian, their
paper has campus-wide circulation, and almost everyone who picks it up
reads the headlines on the front page. The now infamous "MLK Speaker
Dude" headline was before our time here at Carleton, and, some would
argue that its memory lives on only because some of us at the Carl
secretly enjoy it when the 'tonian messes up. Yet, rivalry aside, I believe
we can all learn an important lesson from the 'tonian's copy-editing mis-
take: Never, ever, ever, use anything as a placeholder if people will be
horribly offended if you forget to remove it.

On the Days Before .docx:
BY SALOMONE BAQUIS

There was a time when emailing a Word document was a relatively pain-
less experience; you just attached it and clicked “send,” and within mil-
liseconds, you were well on your way to realizing that you had left your title
as “A Tale of Two Buttholes.” All of this changed when Bill “Pearly” Gates
realized that people had begun to sort of figure out how to use Office since
the last version was released ninety years ago. Alarmed at the ease with
which they were using Microsoft software for the things it claimed to do, the
four-eyed Sultan of Silicon spent a Jolt Cola-fueled year devising an elabo-
rate program to once again make people’s lives a living hell. Then he real-
ized he could just add an “x” to the default file extension. Instantly, mes-
sages that should have been completed in a single sitting turned into night-
marish correspondence chains with my comps advisor. Rumor has it that
Gates actually wet himself with joy when he learned that Apple files would
require an additional file converter when you tried to open them on a PC.

On Twigonometry:
BY ALEX GIBSON

We only saw it as mere prospies, but the second our virgin, early-
decision eyes gazed upon the twisted branches and hidden places of this
sculpture, one thought crossed our minds: Please, dear God, let me have
sex in there before I graduate. Little did we know, that this prayer would
soon become much simpler as freshman year came to a close and,
though the sculpture vanished, our virginity remained.
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On the Legendary Sayles Cookies and Snack Bar Stealing:
BY ANNIE REES

Let me paint you a picture: around 10 PM, all of 4th Libe rushes to the
Snack Bar (the perfect freshman “study” break—everyone knows freshman
don’t actually have work) where just-out-of-the-oven cookies have been laid
out. If you get there even 10-15 minutes after they’ve been laid out, see
ya never: you have no hope of getting a cookie and you’ll traipse, dejected,
back to where you came from. But say you do get one. Not only will you
have an exhilarating sense of accomplishment, you’ll have a cookie to boot!
Gooey, hot, and chock full of chunky chocolate chips, they are your trans-
fatty nirvana (never mind that a food-induced stupor and slight nausea fol-
lowed the consumption of a whole one). They were like crack, and we (read:
I) kept comin’ back fer more.

I hope that picture I painted was vibrant enough, underclassman,
because I need you to understand the inner workings of my mind as I
launch into my next ditty on Snack Bar Stealing. Perhaps you’ve done it or
tried, perhaps you’ve always wanted to but been afraid, perhaps you’re
fucking Oliver Twist and get free shit like it’s your job. Well, I’ve never
been all that smooth. But fall term freshman year, I was desperate. The
paltry 75 snack bar dollars I had been given on the worst but required meal
plan was dwindling, and fast. But those Sayles cookies were as necessary
to me as senseless profanity is to the CLAP. So I began stealing. It all start-
ed rather innocently, really: I stole a cookie at a time, and usually when I’d
been drinking (my inhibitions having an inverse relationship with my blood-
alcohol level). I’d gotten pretty decent at it, when one night, I was caught.
Slightly tipsy and very hungry, I didn’t think through my Stealing Strategy,
and ended up walking out of a very empty Snack Bar blatantly holding a
Sayles cookie under my shirt. Phoebe chased me out and I burst into tears.
The rest is history (and hazy), but don’t you worry, the experience only
brought Phoebe and me closer than ever, and I’m happy to report since
then, our relationship has been one of mutual understanding and trust.
Needless to say, I’m still wary about stealing, even last year when it was as
easy as 1-2-3. But keep going, Carleton, and if you’re good enough not to
get caught, props. Fagan would be proud.

On Caucus:
BY BEN BLINK

Before Facebook, RateMyProfessors.com, and Moodle, Carleton had
its own online social network known as Caucus. The site peaked some-
time in the late ‘90s, but lived out its golden years just as the class of
2010 arrived. Like a fossil of Carleton and the Internet past, Caucus is
still online for your perusal. If you’re interested in what students thought
of Bill North in 1997 (generally approve) or you want some advice on
how to stealthily masturbate in the Goodhue bathrooms (the longest
Caucus chain in history), check it out.

On Erb’s & Gerb’s:
BY HANNAH GOLDBERG AND KATE RICHEY

We discovered that Erbert and Gerbert’s had closed its doors on April
1, 2010. It was-it must be-an exceptionally cruel April Fools Day joke,
we thought. The next day, however, Erb’s and Gerb’s remained closed. It
was out of business for good. To say our hearts were broken is an under-
statement. We lost so many memories with the closing of Erbert and
Gerberts, and had planned to live out our last months as Carleton stu-
dents with their sandwiches in our lives.

We do love Hogan Brothers, and we’ll even go for a Subway sandwich
once and a while, but these just can’t compare to Erb’s and Gerb’s. The
cute names, the guts on top, the emphasis on the mayo, the very stoned
employees, the kids wandering over from the Key to hang out – it all
added up to produce the best and most underappreciated chain sand-
wich shop in Northfield.

Remember when we would come buy sandwiches, take them out by
the river, and bask in the beautiful spring weather? When you started fol-
lowing us on Twitter? When you got those new sandwich options that we
tried before falling back on our usual favorites? Those were the good old
days. We’ll miss you, Erb’s and Gerb’s. You were a good friend to us.

On the Pickle and the Cookie; Specifically, Duping
Erb’s and Gerb’s:
BY LAUREN NAKAMURA

Oh Erb’s and Gerb’s, how I miss ordering my Jacob Bluefinger from
you whenever my 2 AM food fits would hit. I could always count on my
delivery taking 45 minutes to an hour, loved reading about the history of
your establishment on my napkin, and sincerely enjoyed discussing soda
and sandwich pairings with your employees who reeked of turkey and
weed. But out of all these appealing facets of your failed business
model, I will sincerely grieve the end of the pickle and cookie coupon
scam that so many Carleton students used and abused during your time
of operation. While the origins of the scam remain debatable (we all
swear we discovered it independently our freshman year), the I-swear-I-
have-my-coupon-but-I-left-it-upstairs story transformed your establish-
ment from a mediocre sandwich shop into a Carleton favorite.

Annie Rees, left, and Kitty O’Connell in the NSW Brochure. Mmm, cookies.
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On Bucky Zeitz:
BY KATE MCDONALD

Bucky used to run things. Then he was escorted by Security from the
school. Or so the rumor goes. The former Class Dean had a hard run, from
his name being spray painted onto the water tower by a disgruntled student
to coming to Rotblatt and counting kegs (foul move, FOUL move). While my
personal interactions with him were always quite pleasant, I have a feeling
that those memories, too, will die with us.

On Tiny’s:
BY MAX DAVIDSON

Man, this one makes me choke up. I remember freshman year when
Tiny’s was open on Fridays until 2 AM, serving their delicious hot dogs to
all of the sloppy drunks in the house. Sometimes, Jake Kring and company
would DJ and it would turn into a hot dog party (but not a sausagefest, ya
hear). There have always been rumors that Tiny’s was going to close due to
lack of business, and it appears that this may finally be the case. Just one
suggestion though: why not stay open during dinner hours? I mean, I love a
breakfast wiener as much as the next guy, but staying open past 4pm might
have saved the best restaurant in town.

On Georgina:
BY ALEX GIBSON

Oh Georgina!

For two brief years you swiped my card at Burton,
You were surely past eighty, but still quite the flirt.
Every evening you swiped me, but whether you saw me I
can’t be certain
For you looked not into my eyes, but at the words on my shirt

Oh Georgina! How I yearned for our eyes to finally meet!
Yet now I fear it was not me, but the line of changing shirts that caught your
gaze.
‘Twas only when I had text on my shirt that you’d offer me a greeting
Other nights I’d approach your desk, and find you in a cold, impenetrable
haze.

Oh! How I yearned to be one of the crossword puzzles you so prized
It would be an easy puzzle to solve, all four letters: L-O-V-E
But as I stood across from you in a solid white tee, undersized
You would take me card, and my heart, without ever looking at me.

On the Wellness Center:
BY BEATRICE WHITE

While I am aware that the Wellness Center successfully provides care
to many Carleton students, I've always thought that the place needed a
bit of an attitude change. Hear me out: I first went to the Wellness
Center as a freshman, having lodged a piece of glass in my foot while
showering on 1st Burton. When I showed up at the Wellness Center,
being carried by my RA, blood dripping from my foot, hours before the
Wellness Center was supposed to close, I was surprised to hear the
receptionist point out irritatedly that I hadn't made an appointment and
tell me that "nobody booked our afternoon appointments, so we are hop-
ing to go home early." (To her credit, the actual nurse was much more
reasonable. When she heard me in the waiting room, she came out and
was more than happy to remove the glass from my foot with tweezers.) I
really want to like the Wellness Center, but I'll be honest, that first
encounter really turned me off. I truly believe that so much of the
Wellness Center's bad reputation comes from failed first impressions. So
here is my advice for the future: don't fault the scared, bleeding fresh-
man for not having foreseen someone breaking a bottle in her shower,
and certainly don't make her feel like she's ruining your afternoon. Offer
her a seat and make her feel like you care about her wellness.

On Bagel Bros:
BY SALOMONE BAQUIS

OK, so maybe this one’s been closed since 2005. Nevertheless, as an
East Coast Jew raised on the finest, crunchiest bagels in the land, it’s
filled me with equal parts sadness and violent, all-consuming rage every
time I’ve walked past the defunct Division Street space where the Bros
once resided. If ever there was an antithesis of Dacie Moses House,
Bagel Bros is it; a space designed to raise the hopes of all who gaze upon
it to stratospheric proportions, only to crush them like objects in some
kind of crushing machine. RIP Bagel Bros: the lump of coal in our col-
lective stocking.

“El Bro”: all that is left of the former glory that was Bagel Brothers.

On Quizbowl Being Epic:
BY BEN BLINK

In the spring of 2007, Carleton’s quizbowl team won the undergraduate
national championship—not the DIII nationals, but the real deal. Not only
did they win, they blew out Harvard in the finals and defeated other yuppi-
ty pretentious undergrads in rounds prior. Special shout-out to tournament
MVP Pat Hope ’07 who carried the trophy on his shoulders for a week after
returning to campus and won Late Night Trivia almost singlehandedly.
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On the PC Lab:
BY SALOMONE BAQUIS

Before the administration decided to go “all 21st century up in this
bitch,” as one IT technician put it, there were separate Mac and PC com-
puter labs in the library. The former was under the 4th Libe overhang, while
the latter was next to the stairs leading up to the building entrance.
Technically speaking, these labs still exist, but with the androgynous nature
of our current computers, their titles have been lost, most likely stolen by
Vinayak.

On Falling Out of the Top 5:
BY BEATRICE WHITE

There once was a time when Carleton was a top 5 school. While
this means almost nothing to me, it can be a little difficult not to take
our fall in the rankings a little personally. So what happened? How is
it that we, Carleton College got kicked out of the cool kids' table in the
cafeteria? Rumor has it that Carleton had to draw more heavily on the
wait list this year than in recent years, and, whether or not this is true,
the fact that we as a student body believe that it is plausible betrays
our underlying feelings of rejection. Chin up, Carleton, nobody will
think you're top five material until you believe you are top five materi-
al. Now let's go get our seat back.

On ZAP!:
BY MAX DAVIDSON

Seniors may recall the fury of black and white squad cars surrounding
off-campus parties early our freshman year. “Underage drinking party?” they
inquired. “Consider us invited.” That is, until their $5,000 budget ran out.
I mean, who gets $5,000? I’m pretty sure that the Chess Club at Carleton
gets more money. In any event, the NoPo ticketed at about two parties before
going to back to their regular duties of sitting outside of the Rueb and watch-
ing the middle school for intruders. What are we left with? Some pretty sweet
vintage ZAP! posters and a helluva lot of off-campus parties.

On CoCo’s World:
BY ROBIN VIELE

My first experience with Comps at Carleton was being a dancer in
Chris Courneen’s Comps production, “Inside CoCo’s World.” Being
involved in this project left me with a severely skewed idea of how
Comps should work, because the show was completely ridiculous.
Chris—also known as CoCo, if that wasn’t clear—managed to graduate
with distinction in a major he completely made up. He drew from all
the areas of the liberal arts he was already good at, coming up with
African American Studies and American Studies in Dance, or some-
thing similarly complicated. This basically meant that, for Comps, he
got to recruit freshmen like me to wear specially designed black hood-
ies and white masks while crawling through the confused and fright-
ened audience in Arena. (It’s worth mentioning that CoCo’s sweatshirt
was exactly like the rest of ours, except it was outrageously bedazzled
and probably cost him several hundred dollars.) Later in the perform-
ance, we all broke it down to some Justin Timberlake. And let’s face
it, if “My Love” was even close to fitting into your Comps presentation,
you’d probably do the same. I think Chris also talked a fair amount
about real stuff in his production, but those memories are hazy com-
pared to what I remember about his duet to “Walk it Out”… with his
mom. Needless to say, the performance was an enormous success, and
all the rest of our Comps projects are meaningless in comparison.

On DVD Fest:
BY ALEX GIBSON

Remember when Austin Hall used to be cool? Remember when DVD Fest
used to be cool? Well, one of those two things still is and here’s a clue: DVD
Fest doesn’t have almost 40 MILLION hits on YouTube. The ultimate irony
is that Austin Hall is one of the few people that still makes DVD Fest watch-
able (there are certainly others, but, to quote his favorite sweatshirt, “It’s
Austin!”). Maybe when Apple pulled out, and we were told to attend a
Golden Shower (or so the sign for “Golden Schillers” appeared at first
glance) we should have known that even Daft Hands couldn’t save a dying
institution.

The original Northfield Police ZAP poster.
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On the end of Sevy Tea Room/Evans Dining Hall Parties:
BY MAX DAVIDSON

Little known fact: if you take a piss on the wall of a dining room, you’re
probably not going to be invited back. I guess this message was not received
by a couple of DUMBASSES at a party in the Sevy Tea Room a while back. It’s
sad because we all know and love bumping uglies in the dark recesses of vari-
ous buildings on campus, so it sucked that a handful of individuals ruined the
opportunity in both the Tea Room and Evans Dining Hall (which also got
trashed). Yes, freshmen, we did have parties in those places and yes, a hand-
ful of them were actually fun. Soooo, just a reminder: Next time you’re in the
Cave and you feel that Olde English hitting your bladder, remember that most
buildings have bathrooms.

On T. Todd:
BY MAX DAVIDSON

The campus was never the same after the resignation of T. Todd
Masman as the director of Campus Activities. Donning turtlenecks
and square-framed glasses, T. Todd attempted to change the school,
one set of $8 cocktail napkins at a time. I’m not being fair. He did
buy pigs in a blanket for the office once. That doesn’t change the
fact that he made the administrative assistant with cancer cry on
multiple occasions or the fact that his nervous tics included adding
“or whatever” to the end of phrases. “I’m going to go buy some more
turtlenecks…or whatever.” No, Todd Todd, it is a fact that you are
going to buy some more turtlenecks. It was this outward indecisive-
ness that led to the administration telling him to not let the door hit
him on the way out.

On How the Career Center Got its Swagger Back:
BY ANNIE REES

As you might know, the old Career Center sucked. Wasn’t effi-
cient or accessible, didn’t have nearly as much chocolate laying
around or swanky leather furniture, and didn’t (gasp!) have Cheesy
Fridays. Now, it’s way better. If you need résumé help, go there.
Cover letter, same story. And if you’re hungry on a Friday, it’s your
place. Way to pull yourself up by your bootstraps, Career Center!
Thanks for caring about me and my future.

On the Myth of Jake Blue:
BY LAUREN NAKAMURA

I don’t know how many Carls are still familiar with the myth of
Jake Blue, but that contingent will definitely grow smaller at the end
of this year. Jake Blue remains a mythical figure to me—I’ve never
met him, but I’ve watched him preside over all four of the Rotblatts
I’ve attended, and hear he’s been to another three or so before I
attended Carleton. Yes, the ultimate super senior, sans all the stig-
ma. Sure, Jake Blue had Schiller for so many years that the school
had to circulate another one to keep up our “quirky” traditions, but
anyone who loves this school enough to still drive down 32 kegs
from the Cities deserves to be remembered as a Carleton legend.

On the Days Before GoPrint:
BY LAUREN NAKAMURA

Welcoming me back from my semester abroad were two jarring and upset-
ting events: the coldest Minnesota winter ever and the advent of GoPrint.
Winter eventually passed, but GoPrint continues to influence my Carleton expe-
rience. Those iris and gold instructional signs that littered 4th Libe were noth-
ing but intimidating, so I altogether avoided confronting the guidelines to my
new way of life. It took me a few weeks to realize that I had to actually check
the boxes next to each individual document to send it to the GoPrint kiosk, and
to this day still forget to carry around my ID to print. Sure, I understand the
importance of regulating paper consumption and consider myself generally
sympathetic to most eco-friendly initiatives. However, I am convinced that
GoPrint is a hoax to frame majors that require a lot of reading as ecologically
irresponsible. As a history major, I am sure I am at the top of the STA’s most
wanted list and I know I’m not the only GoPrint hater. Take Rose Chahla ’10,
who believes that GoPrint has brought competition into every computer lab on
campus. “You see someone walking up to the printer,” says Rose, “and all of a
sudden, you need to get in there to print your own stuff.” No one wants to be
behind the guy printing his 50-page e-reserve, so swiping at the GoPrint kiosk
becomes a strategic process. Inconvenience, anxiety, and strife = GoPrint.

On Pre-Frosh Trips:
BY ADDIE HONEYCUTT

I went on a backpacking trip before New Student Week my freshman year.
It was fabulous and I have still not forgiven the administration for canceling
these trips.

Through this experience, I:
- Learned to hang a bear bag
- Gained a lot of respect for my two leaders
- Started climbing
- Was introduced to Chicken Pong (what the hell happened to Chicken

Pong??)
- Met one of my current housemates and great friends
- Learned and got excited about a lot of Carleton traditions I had yet to

experience
Moral of the story: fight for pre-frosh trips to return.
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Remember When:

- Internet actually worked in the Libe and Sayles?
- You had to use those multicolored Ethernet cables in your room because
there was no wireless?
- The Campus Activities and ACT Offices were switched and far less
swanky?
- There was 75 cent laundry?
- It was CarlMail, not Zimbra?
- The Acapelicans existed?
- Our year got a shitty NSW gift and then they suddenly got better the next
three years?
- There was diversity in Ebony?
- People used AIM and not gChat?
- Cujokra and the Harriers were two separate, funnier troupes?
- People still used Collab?
- CAMS and ENTS weren’t majors?
- Traying was a thing?
- There were Campus Republicans?
- The Carleton Progressive and Bald Spot blog existed?

On Personal Pizzas at the LDC:
BY ALEX GIBSON

Remember the LDC? I’ve lived off-campus for two years, and now that
I no longer sneak into the dining hall after teaching Spanish TA sessions,
I have no reason to spend as much money on breakfast as I do on my box-
set of Horatio Hornblower, my all-time favorite 18th-century British nauti-
cal adventure series (look it up, you won’t be disappointed). What I do
remember best about my Eastern dining days, however, are the personal
pizzas. Remember how good the pesto sauce was? Remember how fuck-
ing oily the pesto sauce was? And flatbread crust? That shit was exotic.

On Remembering Sodexho:
BY MATT PIEH

To be clear, there was plenty to dislike about Sodexho, but perhaps
we have forgotten some of the true gems of the Sodexho experience:

Meal equivalency:
If you’re on the 20 meal plan, you’re probably consistently disap-

pointed by your meal replacement. Maybe it’s just my high metabolism,
but I don’t understand how a hamburger and a cookie “replace” a meal—
especially when I paid $10 for that meal. However, this isn’t how it used
to be. Four years ago, meal equivalency allowed you to convert the total
value of your meal into snack bar money and purchase anything. This
meant that you could use meal equivalency to buy tons of cookies. Never
forget.

Burton’s teddy bear waffle iron:
Burton had a waffle iron shaped like a teddy bear (See Beatrice

White, “On the Teddy Bear Waffle Iron”).

Stir crazy:
The inspiration for multiple IM teams, Stir Crazy was an LDC standard

that allowed you to order custom stir fry. A plethora of toppings and
sauces was offered, and it was kind of fun to watch your order get stirred
up. It made me feel like I was at a fancy restaurant.

Open grill:
The current “Wild Tymes” station used to offer fresh, made-to-order

grill items such as grilled cheese sandwiches, hamburgers and fish sand-
wiches. It was like your own McDonald’s (but probably fresher).

Make your own pizza:
Another LDC classic that offered fresh, personalized food. Four crust

options, three sauces, twelve toppings—the possibilities were endless. (A
math major would argue with that statement).

On Streaking:
BY ADDIE HONEYCUTT

The first and fondest of my Carleton memories is a naked one.
It takes place each year on the Bald Spot during the opening Frisbee

toss. I remember standing there awkwardly with my New Student Week
group, listening to Oden’s careful language without really hearing what he
was saying, when suddenly burst forth a bright and beautiful patch of
flesh. And then another, and then another, right through the ring of peo-
ple surrounding the Bald Spot. Running through the middle of the Bald
Spot was a chain of older students of varied sizes and shapes. Among them
were both of my pre-frosh trip leaders. Now, watching her sprint with
bouncing breasts and his long lanky jog, I was completely enamored.

It’s too bad how the streaking on campus has diminished in the last
two years. Although it’s essential to respect the feelings that this is a form
of sexual harassment, I’ve never been able to wrap my mind around the
concept. At the risk of sounding like a flowery hippy, streaking is simply
an expression of freedom. Freedom from clothing, from bodily shame, and
from taking ourselves too seriously. Here, we strive for respectful indecen-
cy.

It’s up to all you non-seniors to keep this tradition alive. Throw your
clothes to the wind and sprint from security, and never forget the sense of
fun that makes Carleton so indescribable.
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On the Peter Tork Memorial Pinball Area:
BY MATT PIEH

Before Sayles went all “IKEA showroom” on us, it used to have style. It
was noisy, grimy and uncomfortable, but it had character. It also had an
obnoxious piano next to the snack bar, but I don’t think anyone misses that.
However, there used to be a pinball area outside of the Upper Sayles com-
puter lab (which used to be a smoking lounge) that was dedicated to (near-
Carl) Peter Tork. It was awesome. I probably still have the high score on Police
Trainer and “Adams Family Pinball” was definitely a hotspot for drunken gam-
ing. Additional damage caused by the Upper Sayles sterilization process
included the loss of a wonderful ping pong table and full size pool tables.

On the Lack of Off-Campus Housing:
BY LAUREN NAKAMURA

Never again will Carleton experience the glory days of the Division
Street Frat Row. The Warehouse, Rare Pair, Store and the apartments
over Fashion Flair, Aquatic Pets, and the Historical Society are soon
to be memories of a lost Carleton. With the school limiting off-campus
access to a hundred students, Division Street has been largely aban-
doned, and with this year of graduating seniors go the memories asso-
ciated with many off-campus landmarks. As one of the final Carleton
residents of the Warehouse, the historical publishing warehouse of the
Northfield News and the site of the annual ‘50s party, I cannot help
but get sentimental about this shift in the Carleton social experience.
Gone are the days of the Warehouse soirees; those nights of movies
projected onto walls bigger than movie screens; Carls cat-calling Key
kids out of windows thirteen feet above the Cannon; and potlucks and
camp-outs on the rooftops of the Oohlala/Anna’s Closet/Digs complex
will never be a part of the Carleton experience. RIP Div St. Frat Row,
our time together was so lovely.

On Schiller:
BY SASHA KOROBOVA

When you first get to Carleton, you are quickly introduced to a list
of major campus activities that supposedly EVERYONE participates in
and cares about. There are some that are really true: Spring Concert,
Rotblatt, etc. There are some that are kind of true: Screw Date,
Midwinter Ball. And there are some that are blatantly not true: Dacie
Moses, Late Night Breakfast, etc. However, what I’ve learned in my
time here is that there is yet a third kind of tradition: one that every-
one wishes were true but just isn’t—Schiller. Rumors about Schiller,
where he is, who has him, and his sporadic appearances permeate the
campus, or at least they used to. I will tell you though, that in my four
years here, having attended most critical campus events, I have
NEVER seen Schiller.

I was told that Schiller appeared at my Freshman year Halloween
Concert, but I didn’t see him from the balcony. There are some rumors
about Schiller being overseas—plain silly because Schiller should
unite the student body, not drag it around the world. Many say that
there are multiple busts—but how many has never been verified. In
other words, the tradition has become too distant and unclear to be
interesting, fun, or relevant. If Schiller showed up at least once a
month, that would be exciting. But the fact that my only interaction
with the tradition has been through watching a YouTube clip of the
Colbert Report says something. Traditions are traditions because they
are campus-wide, repeated, and timely. Schiller is none of these
things. Maybe the tradition will revive itself. Maybe it won’t. But if you
have been hoarding Schiller, hiding him under your bed for a year, or
passing him among a small group of friends, you are not helping the
tradition live; you are helping it disappear.

On Northfield Cinema:
BY KATE MCDONALD

When Northfield Cinema reached its maximum occupancy of six viewers,
it was forced to close its doors. Culver’s now stands in its place. While future
generations of Carleton students can cash in their beginning of the year stu-
dent coupons to receive a free butter burger and frozen custard and angsty
preteens can skateboard in its parking lot, us seniors will remember the spot
as a good place to catch a movie you missed in regular theatres but still could-
n’t quite yet rent at Movie Gallery (yet another cinematic Northfield reference
of the past). This no-thrills establishment will be remembered fondly by sen-
iors like Stephanie Moberg, who will always remember the times spent there
seeing films such as “Music and Lyrics.” In typically trusting Northfield (and
perhaps understaffed) fashion, one senior who wants to remain anonymous
even was entrusted to lock Northfield Cinema’s door on her way out of the the-
atre. Indeed in the world of Avatar 3D, with its high-rollin’ 13 dollar screen-
ings, Northfield Cinema’s two dollar Tuesdays will be sorely missed.

On the Former Stadium Apartments:
BY SALOMONE BAQUIS

Though I never had a Stadium apartment to call my own, much of my
formative college days were spent in one. The golden years of WNB have actu-
ally been officially recorded as between 2007 and 2008 (historically regard-
ed as the Takeshita/McNally dynasty). There’s really no getting around how
sweet these rooms were. Quads and quints with kitchens, bathrooms, and
common rooms big enough for Bin Laden to hide in. Plus they were in
Stadium. The Stadium! Do you know how fast someone in one of those
wheeled bins can travel from one end of the hall to the other? If you lived
there you would.

On President Oden:
BY BEN BLINK

President Oden shared some special
moments with the class of 2010. He dressed as
Dumbledore for Halloween concert, he
launched a capital campaign, and he took a
bunch of us to Egypt. For those acts of awe-
someness, we’ll forgive him that Carleton
dropped three spots in the college rankings
since we arrived. It’s about best fit, right?!
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On President Bush:
BY MAX DAVIDSON

During the riveting presidential elections of 2008, students swarmed
around TV screens and computer monitors, investing time and money
into the campaigns and dreaming big, in order to finally be able to say
“See ya never!”

On Carleton Attractiveness:
BY ALEX GIBSON

I write this blurb reluctantly, as it is a sentiment I no longer share now
that I finally kissed a girl on purpose. But, as I stated freshman year, the
crushing fate of many a Carl is not that they are ugly, but that they have
reached our fullest attractiveness potential, and they’re still ugly. That is to
say, someone’s porkiness, portliness, or pastiness might render
them…unseemly. But as dedicated Carleton students, we’ve done every-
thing to reach the fullest possible extent of our attractiveness, from all day
Arb runs to tanning out on the Bald Spot in our Thunderwear (Thundercats
underwear). Regardless of this admirable dedication, the fact of the matter
is that when “Like A Prayer” comes on in a Goodhue dorm room, that flo-
rescent morgue-light needs to stay off.

On Frisbee reputations:
BY MAX DAVIDSON

The Carleton Ultimate Team (alternately titled CUT or the CUT or
faaaaaaaall CUT) has had to fight an uphill battle to shake the reputa-
tion they received thanks to the deviant exploits (sexual and otherwise)
of a couple of its players who have since graduated. After years of
improving their image, CUT doods can finally disc without having to field
questions about stolen bikes or slapped bartenders and their ascent to
the top has shown their commitment on and off of the field.

The Gods of Plastic (alternately GOP) started out as a bunch of sweet
guys in Hawaiian shirts throwing frisbees at each other. Nowadays,
they’re a bunch of sweet guys in Hawaiian shirts throwing frisbees at
each other and DOM-ing everyone in their path.

The Hot Karls still drink a lot, I think.

On 1st Burton:
BY ANNIE REES

1st Burton, what happened to you? Remember our freshman year?
How glorious you were? How raucous? How disarmingly charming? It’s
not me, it’s you, I’m convinced. And I miss the old you.

Pieh’s Chart of Campus Smells

On the Teddy Bear Waffle Iron:
BY BEATRICE WHITE

Remember the days when you could make yourself a waffle in the shape
of a teddy bear? I sure do. Somehow, eating a teddy bear shaped waffle was
so much better than consuming a square or a circular one: teddy bear waf-
fles with syrup just made breakfast cheerier. Teddy bear waffles were per-
fect for carrying with you on your way to class, and, at dinner, when all of
the desserts were gone except for the gross ones with coconut, a teddy bear
waffle sundae was the perfect way to end your day. I miss you, Teddy Bear
Waffle Iron.

On the Naming of the Arts Union:
BY MATT PIEH

Centuries ago, Carleton purchased the former Northfield Middle School
and drafted plans for a new center for the arts. Tentatively titled “The Arts
Center,” the plans were finally unveiled during the fall of 2007. However,
as described by Scott Bierman, the building needed a name that was “sim-
ple, non-gimmicky, descriptive, aspirational, and [would] sound good when
shortened.” Apparently calling it “The Arts Center” would not suffice, so a
“Name the Building” contest was announced with the grand prize of an
iPhone and service plan. Four months later, “The Arts Center” was renamed
“The Arts Union.” Not surprisingly, two people submitted this name and
both won iPhones with service plans. So at a cost of well over $1,000, the
name “Center” was changed to “Union” and ushered in a bold new era of
Carleton excess.

However, to really seal the deal, the administration had to convince the
Carleton community that this was the perfect name. In an email sent to stu-
dents and staff by Scott Bierman, the following argument explained why
“The Arts Union” was such a perfect fit:

The unanimous winner is “The Arts Union.”

We are enthusiastic about this name because it satisfies all the criteria
so effectively. We imagine students or faculty saying, “I have to get to the
Arts Union tonight to catch the Semaphore production,” or “I have an early
class at the Union,” or, “Our media production team was struggling with our
project at the Union until after midnight, but it all came together,” or “Have
you seen the student exhibit in the atrium at the Arts Union,” or, “There’s
a poetry reading at the Union tonight I can’t miss.” It all sounds pretty good.
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On Sayles Dances:
BY SASHA KOROBOVA

I remember when I was done, and I mean DONE, with Sayles dances. It was
after my freshman year. Having gone to about 95% of them during my first year
of college, I could think of many ways I could better spend my evenings than
sweating, grinding, and occasionally fighting off creepers. It seemed that what
used to be a semi-special occasion had turned into a weekend staple for bizarre
DJing opportunities. Sayles dances happened what felt like every weekend—and
every weekend a new DJ would attempt to dazzle the unenthused, inebriated audi-
ences with their personal Top 25 Most Played. Unfortunately, personal collections
rarely make for great dance music, and Sayles dances turned into something you
dropped by because it was going on, not because it was fun or entertaining.

But then everything changed. Junior year the economy crashed, and so did
the party scene. The seniors of ‘09 were not as willing to supply the booze like
the ‘08-ers did, and the entire campus turned into freshmen, wandering the cam-
pus aimlessly at 11 PM every weekend night wondering where the fun went.
School-run Sayles dances became a beacon of hope on the horizon of sober, anti-
social weekends. So what about this year? The party scene may be slowly coming
back, but the traditional incarnations of the Sayles dance have been undermined.
No more promise of an every-other-weekend party. No more guaranteed loud
music and sweat. No more guaranteed times like the Ebony or WHOA Sayles
dances. Times are dark indeed. The pressure to carry on the tradition is weighing
on the underclassmen. Is Carleton really Carleton without Madonna at midnight?

On Bathroom Graffiti:
BY MATT PIEH

Two years after Vinayak’s departure, our campus graffiti scene
seems lost. Three years ago this was a land dominated by a man
that “went to Rotblatt for the shirts.” I think I learned more about
life from the 3rd Libe stall walls than anything a book could offer.
Perhaps you can find some inspiration in the feats of this bath-
room legend.

Vinayak never charges for hugs
Vinayak can believe it isn’t butter
Vinayak cites Wikipedia
Vinayak is indifferent about fair trade coffee
Vinayak knows where Tupac is hiding
Vinayak coined the term post-Imus
Vinayak uses Internet Explorer
Vinayak manually flushes automatic toilets
Vinayak follows the left hand rule
Vinayak did not cry at the end of Of Mice and Men
Vinayak goes #3
Vinayak vetted Sarah Palin
Vinayak used to be about the music
Vinayak removes his shirt to “Don’t Cry For Me Argentina”

On the [Sidewalk] Penis:
BY MATT PIEH

If you Google “sidewalk penis” you’ll discover that Carleton lost some-
thing incredible last fall. At the corner of Division and 2nd Streets, there
used to be a creamy tan and oh-so-phallic sidewalk. You really have to see
it color to get the full effect. Within days, word began to spread that Oden
was not a fan and that the penis was going to be removed (or circumcised,
as it were). I fought hard against this, even forming a “Save the Penis”
Facebook group, but it was too little, too late. Only the memories remain.

Things that are worth saving:

- Rotblatt!
- Mai Fete; remember when Mai Fete was actually on Mai Fete?
- Economic diversity
- High 4 year retention/graduation rate
- Current alcohol policy

I’d like to extend a special thanks to all the seniors who
contributed to this massive compilation of stories. Too
many memories to catalog (though we tried). And to the
rest of you: It’s been a wonderful four years, and I wish
you well. See ya never.

-Annie Rees
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I woke up today
Not to say that I crawled out of
rainbow layers of Great Aunt Katie’s quilts
craved the oblivion of heavy-headed pillows
I was standing or lying or sitting or swimming
on the seesaw border of Shishkin landscape
Watching mauve sun yawns ripple over my head
And I just woke up
I stopped counting and crying over
hallway steps and wall cracks and strip malls
I’ll fall asleep again, I know
because I need to memorize this
constant influx of snowflurry numbers
because I count myself when I count nothings
But for right now
Amongst the coy reluctance of child-day
stubborn hovering of starch-stiff branches
pentagon sheet metal roofs behind shrinking
violet stations
green calico hills indifferent to golden domes
At this very second I am awake
Join me to watch the pink sunspots

I want to feel the
weathered shoulder warmth
woody crackling knuckles
winding river smile
Because my dreams are fog and hermit threes

SUN AND TURTLEDOVES
A POEM BY LAURA ROBERTS

If I could come back
from the dead, I would.
A tinge of sin on
My cheeks, unclean
Unchaste, you’d say.
That juicy redness
That you find in me.

There is so little difference
between an apple and a kiss.

I’d come back for
nothing but you
and me, standing
and staring
at opposite ends of that
icy street, as I breathe in
your eyes of angled
cold, your veins
already rising from
the paling blood in mine –
or across
an empty park
in the blue light of
twilight, when your still
figure looks navy blue
and hooded, like
a dream
that I killed.

A body has a season, though
it may not know it, and damage
will bloom in beauty’s seed.

I’d come back, just a hollow pipe
again, like you made me,
to try to whistle
across that empty park
and suddenly feel the distances
shrinking rapidly again
until the whistle is silenced.

DÉJÀ VU
A POEM BY CHARU KULKARNI

Standing strong
Only a foot long
My pillar of strength
Alive in the desert
Among the prickly pear, barrel cactus
You fight for water, sunlight
Showing courage
For everyday
I would measure
Your progress
To my childish dreams.

I said goodbye
With the moving truck
And lost a friend
I admired
For her determination
To survive
In a desolate climate

Now I visit you
On spring vacations
My old cactus friend
Who is not endangered
By human hands
For now you are three feet tall
And standing strong
A reflection of my childhood

MY LITTLE SAGUARO
A POEM BY COURTNEY HALBACH

Climbing – rhyming –
This timepiece groans in a quicksilver puddle.
Chiming – miming
That clock face matches your frozen heartbeat.

Sweating – fretting –
Your gun feels heavier than that trail of bodies.
Betting – setting –
My conscious on fire at the sight of blue blood.

Drawing an icy breath, you feel young with cunning
Ignoring the plethora of children that you're stunning.
There's a bloodstain on your fresh, brand new dress;
It's killing you to feel unclean amidst this mess.

The ghost of your unsung dreams begins stepping
on the flowers that you've worked so hard to raise.
It wears your unsmiling face upon its dark complexion
and waits for you to tear it down in poisoned malaise.

KILLING WITH A SMILE
A POEM BY JONATHAN LIN

Your words,
Reassuring.
Soothing.
So welcome. And
True?

Your words,
False,
Temporary,
Heart breaking. And
Not for me.

Your words,
Did I even hear them right?
Did you say anything at all?

Your words,
Was any of it real?

Your words,
How desperately I long
For them to be true…

YOUR WORDS
A POEM BY SHAVERA SENEVIRATNE

A big thank you to all those who
submitted pieces to WORDS this past
year! We hope to see you and many
more newcomers in the upcoming years;
keep the creative juices flowing during
the summer, and have lots to submit to
The Carl when we get back! =)

Shavera Seneviratne
Jonathan Lin
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It’s been an enjoyable school year, and an inter-
esting one in terms of pop music. Here are some
notes and ramblings on a few of the interesting
people, albums, events, and songs of the past
nine or so months:

Imma Let You Finish: Kanye provided us with an
instant meme, but all it did for me was bring back
memories of ODB crashing the stage at the 1998
Grammies—much funnier and yet mostly forgot-
ten. While I’m at it, let me cram all of my Wu-
Tang related thoughts in this note: Raekwon had
a pretty amazing year, with Only Built 4 Cuban
Linx II dropping at the beginning of the school
year and turning out to be one of the best albums,
then following that up by first owning a Blakroc
track and then collaborating on Wu-Massacre.
Ghostface’s “R&B” album was pretty forgettable,
as was the B-Sides collection the Clan put out.
I’m holding out hope for GZA’s sequel to Liquid
Swords.

Blueprint for Success: I was pretty surprised with
the success of “Empire State of Mind,” which was
the first Jay-Z song to hit number one on the
charts, making it more successful than “Izzo,”
“99 Problems,” and “Big Pimpin’.” That wasn’t
the only bizarre or disappointing thing about The
Blueprint 3, on which an unusually diffident and
ineffective Jay-Z couldn’t decide whether to rap
about being a gangster or a mogul: New Yorker
critic Sasha-Frere Jones proclaimed that it sig-
nalled the end of hip hop as a genre in one of the
dumbest music articles in recent memory.

Hip Hop Disappointment: Blueprint 3 wasn’t the
only misstep by a highly regarded hip hop act;
Clipse’s Till The Casket Drops fell flat (Auto-Tune
and Clipse are two of those things that just
shouldn’t mix) and Del tha Funkee Homosapien’s

latest release was simply forgettable. Hopefully
those three acts, responsible for some of the best
hip hop of the past 20 years, will get it back
together.

Intergenre Investigations: Sometimes rock and rap
work well together, sometimes they really don’t.
I’m not sure which was more surprising, Weezer’s
collaboration with Lil Wayne or the Black Keys’
hip hop side project, Blakroc; I do know that the
latter put out a solid album featuring the excellent
“Why Can’t I Forget Him” and “Stay Off The
Fuckin’ Flowers.” Weezy and Weezer, on the other
hand...the less said about that, the better.

Gagamania: Lady Gaga was pretty clearly the
musical artist of the school year. The “Bad
Romance” video, released less than six months
ago, is the only video in the history of YouTube to
rack up over 200 million views, and I don’t think
I was at a party all year that didn‘t play at least
one of her songs. One has to wonder if her career
has legs—at times, she seemed to be trying to
compress as much of Madonna’s career into the
calendar year 2009 as possible, and it’s unclear if
her shtick will remain exciting as long as, say,
Britney Spears’s has. As long as she has Frank
Gehry hats, anything’s possible.

High Expectations: High expectations have been
the source of more disappointing albums in music
than cocaine and...well, that’s probably an exag-
geration. Even so, the National, the Hold Steady,
Broken Social Scene, and LCD Soundsystem man-
aged to elude that problem despite following up
some of the previous decade’s best releases. All
are clearly the work of older, wiser musicians, and
while none of the new stuff is as instantly moving
as Sound of Silver, Boxer, or Separation Sunday,
it’s all quite good.

Local Flavor: The biggest story in terms of music
at Carleton was the complete change in Cave
scheduling. Bringing in acts like Atlas Sound, No
Age, and Dan Deacon represented a marked
improvement from last year, and I hope the qual-
ity-over-quantity approach continues next year.

New Directions: Erykah Badu and Flying Lotus,
already two of the most delightfully unusual
artists currently making music, upped the ante on
their recent releases. Badu I covered earlier this
term, while Flying Lotus takes an already idiosyn-
cratic blend of experimental electronica, hip hop,
and jazz to the next level on his new
Cosmogramma. By balancing jazz and electronica,
FlyLo achieves a less formulaic sound and seems
to have improved over the past few years, which is
really saying something.

Low Points: Lil Wayne’s attempt at rock music,
Rebirth. Rivers Cuomo’s (thankfully unsuccessful)
attempts to urinate on his legacy. Miley Cyrus
namechecking Jay-Z, then admitting she had
never heard a song of his. Owl City. “Putting this
pussy on your sideburns.” Jay Sean somehow
becoming more popular Jeremih. RIP Teddy
Pendergrass, Guru, Dio, and Alex Chilton.

A Few Favorites: “TiK ToK,” in all of its quotably
stupid glory. Erykah Badu’s New Amerykah Part
Two: Return of the Ankh. Lil Wayne’s line “New
Orleans coroner / his name is Frank Minyard / fuck
with me wrong you’ll be waking up in his yard”
(from his version of “Run This Town”) and
Kanye’s “What you think I rap for / to push a
fuckin’ Rav-4?” (from his version). “Paparazzi,”
even if the video’s in Swedish. Blakroc.
Surprisingly, the Brian Jonestown Massacre’s Who
Killed Sgt. Pepper? “House of Flying Daggers”
and the rest of Only Built 4 Cuban Linx II.

The (School) Year In Music
BY FRANK FIRKE
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Rappers can be a really petty lot. Usually, this
leads to disaster (see: Shakur, Tupac Amaru;
Wallace, Christopher), but, once in a blue moon,
it leads to genius. So is the case with Lupe
Fiasco’s absolutely filthy November mixtape
Enemy of the State, one of my favorites of the
year.

Chi-town Guevara was really, really, really
pissed at being excluded from MTV’s list of the
ten hottest rappers of the moment, and honestly,
he should have been angry. The mush-mouthed
Gucci Mane and the lyrically challenged Young
Jeezy managed to make it on the list ahead of the

only rapper who
can make whale
pants look cool.

Anyway, Lupe
i m m e d i a t e l y
dropped this
eleven song, twen-
ty-two minute mix-
tape. Much like
MF Doom and the
Exploding Hearts,
Lupe minimized
song length in

order to maximize song quality. The beats are uni-
formly nasty because they are all borrowed. Lupe
drops rhymes over Clipse, Slaughterhouse, and
Jay-Z in addition to absolutely eviscerating
Radiohead’s “The National Anthem.”

Usually, any rapper who raps over something
by Radiohead is a certified moron who happened
to luck across In Rainbows and desperately wants
some hipster blog credit. Lupe somehow comes
across as pretty intelligent as he raps about “edu-
cation hips” and “HIV eyes.” Thom Yorke’s war-
bling also creates a fantastic hook in the age of
the hyperproduced R&B songstress. The greater
significance of “The National Anthem” is that it
shows that it is possible for hipster rap to exist
and not completely suck. That is a good thing.

The most lyrically intriguing track from the
mixtape is Lupe’s fantastic freestyle over Roscoe
Dash’s “All the Way Turnt Up.” Fiasco ping-pongs
from rapping about Miller High Life and jai alai to
claiming that “I don’t rap / I hockey rink / ‘Cause
my flow is so cold.” Basically, this is Lupe’s proof
that he is the most lyrically dexterous man on the
planet. Lupe, who “[does] this for the block and
for the blogosphere,” seems to be one hundred
percent certain of his status as one of the two or
three best active rappers. What does this mean?
Only that we can be sure that Lazers, Lupe’s next
album, will be absurdly good.

Do you ever sit back and look at your situation, wondering if the luck that is bestowed upon you is
too good to be true? I, and the other members of the Social Programming Board, had that moment this
week. One of the scheduled acts for our 2010 Spring Concert was the Tallest Man on Earth, a Swedish
folk singer who sounds a helluva lot like Bob Dylan and who has been getting a lot of positive press as
of late. We at SPB were practically glowing with the find that we had made, wondering how we had
gotten him at such a low cost. Well, the answer is that we hadn’t. I received a personal e-mail this
Monday from TTMOE’s booking agent, Adam Voith (if you wish to speak your mind), saying that he was
canceling the show due to “person reasons” [sic]. This curt, inarticulate, and cruel e-mail reflected
how little TTMOE or his agent wished to do the show, and we have since been forced to scramble for
alternatives.

It is usually at this point that I make the standard exclamations about the merits of the list of acts
we were able to actually procure for the show. I’m proud to say that even with the hell that TTMOE and
Co. put us through, we can still do this with confidence. You all heard the student bands at Battle of
the Bands (Menagerie and Groove Factory) and you know that they can melt faces. Radio Moscow, fresh
off of some serious fame in Siberia, will continue the awesomeness and show you moves on their instru-
ments that don’t seem humanly possible. (Who knows what kind of genetic mutations occur in
Siberia?). New additions include Roma di Luna, a roots/Americana band that covers Neutral Milk Hotel
and will keep you feeling chill despite the possibly high temperatures. Also new, and SUPER exciting
is Tapes ‘n Tapes, a rock band that has blown up nationwide and which features a Carleton alum (!).
It is after this that Helio Sequence will don the stage and win the hearts of all students who can rec-
ognize a good melody. The band is fun, energetic, and about to embark on a tour with Keane this sum-
mer. Lastly, very few words need to be spoken about our headliner, Brother Ali, who is a king of
Minneapolis hip-hop and one of the most truly unique and visible artists out there.

The point of all of this is that it is easy to get stuck in the quagmire of booking agent bullshit, to
get disappointed by the cancellation of TTMOE and the lack of humanity and professionalism that his
people showed. However, the members of SPB had some serious tricks up their sleeves and I can guar-
antee you will be happy at the end of the day. These new bands, with this new line-up, could not be
more perfect after this hard week for all. In any event, at the end of the day, the spirit of Spring
Concert is coming out with the rest of your peers and having a goddamn good time all day. There will
be music from noon continuously on until 7:30pm. It will be enjoyable and something to get excited
about. Everyone will be there, enjoying (knock on wood) blue skies, 80-degree temperatures and ven-
dor food. Think burgers and Chapati. Spring Concert, ladies and gentlemen, is one of the most excit-
ing events on campus and SPB has done everything in its power to make sure this is the best one yet.
Somewhere, the Tallest Man on Earth will soon be kicking himself for turning down the chance to hang
out with a bunch of college students in various states of ecstasy and I say: let him.

Enemy No. 1
BY CHARLIE ROSENTHAL

An Open Letter on Spring Concert
BY MAX DAVIDSON

Left: Brother Ali, headliner. Right: Josh Grier, Carleton ‘02, of Tapes ‘n Tapes.
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CINEMA

Friday the 13th’s
promisingly inventive

poster.

Murder by Contract: Life of a
hit man’s always intense.

Kristen Stewart returns...
and she’s wearing ribbons!

As the school year reaches its finale, it's time to tie up some loose ends. Which is to say, I finally
watched Sean Cunningham's original Friday the 13th (1980). Like Scream, which I was disappointed
with in the last issue, Friday the 13th was one of those "right place, right time" movies. It doesn't real-
ly have any clever or original ideas; in fact, Cunningham and screenwriter Victor Miller pretty much
admitted that most of the movie's scares were cribbed from Carrie and Halloween. Instead, the film's
primary virtues are its urban legend-like universality and a doozy of a climax.

You probably know the drill: a bunch of horny teenagers are recruited as counselors for the newly-
reopened Camp Crystal Lake (aka Camp Blood!). The town crazy, Ralph, who was described by Miller
as “a soothsayer right out of Shakespeare,” informs the counselors that they're doomed; meanwhile,
an unseen assailant starts taking them out, one by one, with sharp implements that spill a lot of blood.
The first hour, truth be told, is pretty dull, as the characters' amorous activities (including those of a
young Kevin Bacon) are interspersed with brief gore. The ones who aren't having sex engage in a round
of strip monopoly, but this plays out less like normal adolescent hijinks, and more like a scene out of
Samuel Beckett's Waiting for the Axe Murderer.

The film finally gets a little interesting when the killer's face is shown. Because it is—30-year-old
spoiler alert!—Mrs. Voorhees, the mother of the neglected kid who drowned all those years ago. Even
though the rest of the film does a damn poor job of setting it up, the showdown between her and the
forgettable final girl Alice is by far the most compelling segment; this is solely because of Betsy
Palmer's performance as this normal-looking middle-aged woman who's pulled a reverse Psycho by tak-
ing on her dead son's personality.

Alas, the rest of the film never capitalizes on how effectively Palmer interprets her character, and
the ending doesn't make a shred of sense, so all we're left with are several blood-drained or decapi-
tated bodies and more maternal angst than this sleazy product deserves. It's worth a look because of
its role in codifying the slasher formula and helping to prove its financial potential, but if you turn to
Friday the 13th seeking anything but a mildly gory, franchise-starting, and mediocre horror movie, I'm
afraid you'll be out of luck.

Far more satisfying was Irving Lerner's rarely-seen film noir Murder by Contract (1958), one of the
many films to be loudly championed by Martin Scorsese. Like Allen Baron's similarly stark Blast of
Silence, it's about a troubled yet efficient hitman, but Murder by Contract is somewhat more sardon-
ically understated. Vince Edwards is Claude, who wants a specific house on the Ohio River but can't
afford it on his salary. So he becomes a killer-for-hire, and rapidly garners a high commission—but
problems arise when he's sent out to Los Angeles, and the victim-to-be is a woman.

It's made in a tight, meticulous style, without a single superfluous image; the repetitive one-guitar
soundtrack, like The Third Man's persistent zither, maintains this minimalism while ratcheting up the
tension. As Claude, Edwards projects a superhuman single-mindedness, but undercurrents of morality
and psychosexual unease are forever threatening to erupt. Both a sharp character study and a triumph
of formal simplicity, Murder by Contract makes for a great end-of-term viewing experience.

Confessions of a Celluloid Junkie
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

June is rapidly approaching, bringing with it the return of everyone’s favorite interspecies vampire-human
couple. Depending on your preference, I could be referring to Bella and Edward of the Twilight series, who
will be hitting the big screen in late June for their third unfortunate foray into film, or Sookie and Bill of
HBO’s True Blood, whose third season begins in the middle of the month. I am a big fan of one of these
couples but not the other, and it’s been a cause of some serious thought as to why that is. What makes True
Blood any better than Twilight? Why is one considered trashy fun while the other is just trash?

Twilight is often maligned for playing into young female fantasies. Edward is meant to be every girls
dream. He is beautiful but not egoistic. He is powerful but sensitive. He is solely focused on Bella’s well-
being and nothing else. What girl wouldn’t want to be the center of the universe for a guy like that? (To
women who find Edward to be a creepy stalker: I’m with you on that. I’m just trying to explain his appeal in
clichéd terms. Bear with me). Bella is particularly short on characterization. This is by design. It allows for
young readers/viewers to imagine themselves in Bella’s place, which is the great appeal of the books.

If playing to our basest desires is a sin, then every mind behind True Blood is getting a one way ticket
to hell. If Twilight plays into emotional fantasies, True Blood is a far more visceral experience. Gratuitous
sex and violence are the norm for just about every episode. I can’t count how many times I’ve watched an

What Is Good Trash?
BY JOSH KIRSCHENBAUM
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What Is Good Trash?
BY JOSH KIRSCHENBAUM

episode and thought “Whoa. Awesome.” Bill and Sookie’s relationship treads the
line between truly romantic and paperback trash… but never crosses it, despite
all the other lines and barriers the show leaves in its wake weekly.

Both are plenty trashy in their own way. But what separates the two is that
True Blood consistently surprises me with its characters’ genuine and powerful
emotional arcs, its relevance to current events, and, most of all, its constant
attempts at artistic merit. Which brings us to the greater question: What is the
difference between good trash and bad trash? While both play to our basest
desires, good trash is still good for you, while bad trash is basically weed killer
for the brain.

What signifies artistic merit? It’s whatever makes you think, or feel, or both,
something that you wouldn’t have otherwise. A work with artistic merit engages
your brain.

True Blood takes on issues like religious fanaticism and cultural intolerance
in its signature over-the-top, bombastic way, but never loses its significance. It’s
willing to go places other, more “serious” shows often don’t. Some of these
issues are all on the surface (the cultural hatred towards vampires is often and
obviously conflated with homophobia in present society) or just below it. In one
of the most interesting scenes of the show, one of the world’s oldest vampires
confronts the pastor of an anti-vampire church. As the pastor invokes Jesus
against the vampire, he is cut off. “I’m older than your Jesus,” explains the vam-
pire. The commentary is on religious resistance to the scientific theory of evolu-
tion. The show asks what happens when a rapidly changing world challenges your
most deeply held convictions. The fanatics of True Blood were raised believing
that only God was capable of miracles, then suddenly found themselves in a

world where miracles were available to a whole race of people who had nothing
to do with their God, much like many religious people in America are raised
believing that the world is thousands of years old, and that God created all the
creatures of the world exactly as they are. The anger that drives evolution deniers
is thoroughly examined in True Blood, all the while giving its viewers their fix of
wildly entertaining over-the-top sex and violence.

I see nothing that interesting in the Twilight series. In fact, its greatest
achievement seems to be that it made an allegory for the merits of abstinence
into a huge hit. I guess no one told Stephanie Meyer that trashy doesn’t neces-
sarily equal brainless.

There’s a special place in my heart for good trash. Whether it’s the particu-
lar mixture of giant bugs fighting space marines combined with all sorts of pseu-
do-propagandistic imagery and rampant satire in Paul Verhoeven’s Starship
Troopers. Or maybe the very real concerns over the rising power of big business
that run through the very awesome and very silly They Live (“I’m here to chew
bubblegum and kick ass… and I’m all out of bubblegum!”). Good trash blends
entertainment and art, however imperfectly, into something we all know and love.
It’s a shame we don’t see more of it. Very few directors of good trash get wide
releases anymore. It seems to be limited to Guillermo Del Toro, whose Blade 2
and Hellboy series are the very definition of good trash (though the upcoming
Splice from the director of Cube and produced by Del Toro looks very promising).
When the next Transformers movie is as interesting as Starship Troopers you’ll
know we’ve reached the golden age of trash. Until then, well, only a month left
to go until True Blood season 3.

Unfounded Loathing: My Relationship with Brendan Fraser
BY KRISTEN ASP

I hate Brendan Fraser. I wish I could tell you why I hate him, but I
can’t. I just have a completely unfounded, yet absolutely real,
loathing for that actor. In celebration of his new film Furry
Vengeance, I have made a list of things that have no bearing
on my abhorrence of Brendan Fraser.

1. Acting ability—A common reason people hate actors is
their inability to act: Keanu Reeves and the Olsen twins
are pretty commonly hated for this reason. However,
Brendan Fraser is not, as actors go, that bad. Sure, he
can be a bit theatrical at times, but he’s pretty average
for the most part. Yet I can watch Keanu Reeves, while
the mere sight of Fraser on a screen fills me with disap-
pointment and anger, like seeing Cream of Wheat in the
dining hall cereal pot.

2. Personal character—Although I’ve never met Brendan
Fraser, he does not seem like a bad guy. Supposedly he’s very
cool and friendly when his fans approach him. He has not thrown a
public tantrum or broken out of rehab or had a messy public affair. And in
truth, there are plenty of actors I love who do do those things. Sometimes I
think Fraser looks kind of smug, but that seems like a weak reason to hate
him so much.

3. Types of films—While Fraser seems to star in a number of goofy adven-
ture and family flicks like George of the Jungle, The Mummy, and Journey
to the Center of the Earth, he’s also been in Crash and Gods and Monsters.

I hate him in all these films, regardless of their subject matter. Also,
I enjoy goofy family adventures. I was once on a plane, totally

pumped that the in-flight film was Inkheart, when I saw that
Fraser was in it and almost had to reach for the barf bag. The
whole time I kept praying that Paul Bettany’s character
would do him in.

4. Appearance—Maybe Brendan Fraser is just ugly to
me. However, People Magazine has rated him as one of
their 50 most beautiful people, and when I look at him
closely there’s really nothing unusual about his face.
Sometimes I think his eyes are too far apart, but that’s
about it. For a long time I thought Fraser must look like
someone I had once known and hated, since seeing him
evokes such a visceral contempt in me. On the other side

of that coin, I once met someone who kind of looked like
Brendan Fraser and I had to try not to hate him.

Thus, I can only conclude that Brendan Fraser and I must have
been mortal enemies in a past life. Perhaps he tortured me during the
Spanish Inquisition, or maybe he ran off with my one true love. The possi-
bility of a duel having occurred between us is not out of the question, but I
expect that I would respect him more if we had killed one another so honor-
ably. I’ll probably never know. In the end, there is only one thing that will
assuage my hatred: Brendan Fraser, if you apologize to me for whatever you
did, I’ll forgive you. I will even see Furry Vengeance. If not, well… until we
meet again.
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CINEMA

Mike Leigh: Brit
Extraordinaire

Michael Douglas: Not yet as
old as Kirk Douglas.

Anthony Hopkins completes
our Cannes rundown of old

white men.

Nine Movies to Be Psyched About at Cannes
BY JOSIAH BURNS

Another Year (Mike Leigh, United Kingdom)
From the director of Naked and Secrets & Lies, Another Year seems to be the runaway favorite at this
year’s festival. Lesley Manville has generated lots of Best Actress talk; Jim Broadbent and Ruth Sheen
also star. British quirk and marital problems are at the heart of Leigh’s examination of middle-aged
life.

Biutiful (Alejandro González Iñárritu, Mexico)
Unlike Iñárritu’s previous films (Amores Perros, 21 Grams, and Babel), Biutiful isn’t written by screen-
writer Guillermo Arriaga. Javier Bardem’s performance as a struggling father will almost certainly gar-
ner an Oscar nomination. The film itself, however, has polarized critics. We’ll probably have to wait till
December to find out ourselves.

Carlos (Oliver Assayas, France/Germany)
This five-hour television epic promises to be the best thing since Fanny and Alexander. OK, maybe not,
but it’s gotten some rave reviews. Assayas chronicles the life of Ilich Ramírez Sánchez, a Venezuelan
revolutionary/terrorist better known as Carlos the Jackal, who raided the OPEC headquarters in 1975.
Sundance will show the film in a three-part miniseries this October, and IFC Films will release a 140-
minute theatrical cut soon thereafter.

Copie Conforme (Abbas Kiarostami, Iran)
Kiarostami is one of my favorite cinematic discoveries. Recently, Film Society screened Taste of
Cherry, which immediately became one of my favorite films. Known for his hyperrealist and quasi-doc-
umentary approach, Kiarostami always has insights into the existential side of the human condition.
Anticipate another success from Iran’s most lauded filmmaker, as Copie Conforme is one of the best-
reviewed films at this year’s festival.

Film Socialism (Jean-Luc Godard, France)
The latest “cine-essay” from France’s New Wave savant. While he hasn’t made much worthwhile since
the Sixties, expect something flashy and filled with personality. More specifically, it’s an epic in three
movements, told in multiple languages, centering on a cruise in the Mediterranean. As always, prepare
for an intense examination of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.

The Housemaid (Im Sang-Soo, Republic of Korea)
Another one that’s split the critics, The Housemaid is surely the steamiest film at Cannes. A husband
(Do-yeon Jeon) sleeps with his, well, housemaid, triggering some dark developments. The trailer flash-
es plenty of sex, blood, and flamboyant tracking shots. A remake of the 1960 thriller of the same
name.

Route Irish (Ken Loach, United Kingdom)
Loach directs the story of a private security conductor who investigates the death of a friend. Route
Irish could join the ranks of The Hurt Locker and numerous documentaries (Control Room, Why We
Fight, No End in Sight) as a great Iraq War film. Najwa Nimri, Stephen Lord, and John Bishop star.

Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps (Oliver Stone, United States)
Personally, I’m not expecting that much from Stone’s sequel. Douglas, however, reprises the role for
which he won an Oscar in 1988. Shia LaBeouf (yikes!) replaces Charlie Sheen as the franchise pro-
tagonist. The film’s received some neutral reviews, but look forward to ferocious social commentary
from one of Hollywood’s most political filmmakers.

You Will Meet A Tall Dark Stranger (Woody Allen, United States)
America’s most neurotic auteur gives us another ensemble saga about adultery. Helena (Gemma Jones)
becomes suicidal after she’s cuckolded by her husband (Anthony Hopkins). The film also stars Naomi
Watts and Josh Brolin. It’s generated some positive buzz and the acting promises to be excellent.
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Faculty Favorites: Psychology Department
BY SCOTT FOX

Now that Psychology is the most popular major among the recently-
declared Class of 2012, we decided to analyze the department based on
their favorite movies. No intentionally conditioned responses were attempt-
ed while compiling answers.

Seth Greenberg

The Graduate (1967) directed by Mike Nichols
The African Queen (1951) directed by John Huston
E.T. (1982) directed by Steven Spielberg
Cinema Paradiso (1988) directed by Giuseppe Tornatore
The Piano (1993) directed by Jane Campion
Duck Soup (1933) directed by Leo McCarey
Gigi (1958) directed by Vincente Minnelli
Field of Dreams (1989) directed by Phil Alden Robinson
Annie Hall (1977) directed by Woody Allen
Wall-E (2008) directed by Andrew Stanton

Neil Lutsky

Blazing Saddles (1974) directed by Mel Brooks
“A viewing of this great film in the old Grand Theater
in Northfield, where most of the audience was mys-
tified by the Yiddish, made for an unforgettable cul-
tural experience.”

Casablanca (1942) directed by Michael Curtiz
“Play it Sam.”

Dressed to Kill (1980) directed by Brian De Palma
“I couldn't get away without a film offering an unintended send-up of a psy-
chiatrist (in this case Michael Caine). The psychology is lousy, but we all
have to keep up appearances.”

Fitzcarraldo (1982) directed by Werner Herzog
“Dreams and obsessions meet an intractable reality.”

The Godfather (1972) directed by Francis Ford Coppola
“A study of mundane family obligations. If I'm not mistaken, Freud wrote
the script.”

Mija Van Der Wege decided to explain her love of her favorite movies through
her favorite quote in each film:

The Princess Bride (1987) directed by Rob Reiner
“You keep using that word. I do not think it means what you think it means.”

Joe Versus the Volcano (1990) directed by John Patrick Shanley
“I have no response to that.”

Better Off Dead (1985) directed by Savage Steve Holland
“Now that's a real shame when folks be throwin' away a perfectly good white
boy like that.”

Blade Runner (1982) directed by Ridley Scott
“All those moments will be lost in time... like tears in rain...”

The Matrix (1999) directed by Andy and Larry (Lana)
Wachowski
“Have you ever had a dream that you were so sure was
real? How would you know the difference between the
dream world and the real world?”

Ken Abrams

The Living Daylights (1987) directed by John Glen
“One of the best Bond films, even if Dalton is not the
best Bond.”

Dr. Strangelove (1964) directed by Stanley Kubrick
“A classic satire about patriotism and power.”

Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) directed by Steven Spielberg
“I had a 5 o'clock shadow for about 5 years because of this series.”

Grease (1978) directed by Randal Kleiser
“How many soundtracks still sound this good 30 years later?”

Kolya (1996) directed by Jan Sverak
“I have to include one first-rate Czech drama, and this one won an Oscar for
Best Foreign Language Film.”

FILMANAGRAMS!
BY JOSIAH BURNS

COUPLES (Kiarostami)
FLOURITE PORE (Godard)
JAY MIMES ONE (Loach)
TORN TOWHEAD (Weitz)

THREESOME ETHIC ERG (Cunningham)

Email burnsj for a special cinema prize! Pierre Hecker,
redeem yourself!

Cinephile ABCs
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

B is for Jean Renoir’s Boudu sauvé des eaux (1932):

Boudu undermines the bourgeois values of the family that
saves him. Undermine, Boudu, undermine!
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Introduction
Campus-wide arguments measuring the merits

of different walking paths are on the rise (Rand
and Hougen-Eitzman, 2009). These arguments
stem from the efficient nature of Carls, and the
desire to find the fastest possible ways to traverse
various inter-edificial routes (Hernandez et al.,
2007). While anecdotal evidence points to certain
ideal paths for improved efficiency in cross-cam-
pus locomotion, this study attempts to find defin-
itive answers to Carleton’s largely trivial ques-
tions.

Methods and Materials
The routes were walked to the beat of Van

Morrison’s “Brown Eyed Girl” on the morning of
5/19/10. Procedures were standardized using the
same outfit for all measurements, which consist-
ed of running shoes, cargo shorts, and a t-shirt.
The subject carried the iPod used for metronomic
standardization as well as a pen and paper on
which to record results. The pace was a slow gait.
Temperatures stayed between 72.6 degrees and
74.4 degrees for the entirety of the study.

The LDC was used as an approximation of
East Campus, and Sayles was used as an approxi-
mation of West Campus. The Library and Rec
Center/North Campus Fields were also included as
destinations in the study.

Results
Results are presented on the attached map.

Each time represents the time in minutes:seconds
that it took to walk that segment of the path. Each
segment is defined as the distance from one inter-
section to the next intersection or end-point.

Discussion
From East Campus to West Campus taking the

route south of the Science Complex took 4 min-
utes and 40 seconds, while going around the
Science Complex to the north took 5 minutes and
28 seconds, showing that the southern route is
clearly faster. Walking across campus and through
the Science Complex took 7 minutes and 3 sec-
onds, a significantly longer route. However, in
cold weather, this route may offer a warmer option
despite the longer travel time.

However, going from East Campus to the
Library, it is still faster taking the route north of
the Science Complex. Furthermore, it should be
noted that cutting across the Bald Spot on the
way to Sayles only saved three seconds, possibly
due to the fact that walkers may be required to
dodge poorly thrown Frisbees.

From East Campus to the Rec Center, it took
6 minutes and 25 seconds using the East Bridge
and 6 minutes and 17 seconds using the West
Bridge coming from the LDC. This means that it is

probably faster to use the East Bridge if you are
coming from Evans, Myers, or Cassat, and the
West Bridge if you are coming from Nourse, the
LDC, and Memorial.

From East Campus to the North Fields, the
West Bridge took 6 minutes and 54 seconds,
while the East Bridge took 7 minutes and 1 sec-
ond without the Upper Arb shortcut and only 5
minutes and 9 seconds with the shortcut. So,
while the West Bridge is faster for the Rec by a
few seconds, the East Bridge is significantly
faster to get to the fields if the Upper Arb short-
cut is utilized.

Further Studies
This work is by no means comprehensive. This

study clearly included an East Campus bias, as
that is where the researcher lives. Inconsistent
walking procedures may have inhibited accuracy.
Furthermore, a lack of trial repetition and cover-
age of all campus routes limit the scope of the
study. To accurately and precisely find scientifi-
cally supported time-tables for these and other
routes around campus, I am requesting that the
college provide me with a $53 million grant to
continue research. Board of Trustees, I trust that
you will see the need for this research and deposit
the money directly in my mail box, number 1185,
by this Sunday.

MMooddeelliinngg  IInntteerr--eeddiifificciiaall  LLooccoommoottiioonn  aatt  CCaarrlleettoonn  CCoolllleeggee
by Jonathan Hillis
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Remain quirky

Donate to Carleton

Masturbate

Eat a sandwich

Write Wright Brothers fan fiction

Write a memoir

Make kitchen sustainable

Drink away unemployment

Check refrigerator for food

Shawshank marathon!

Take MCAT

Take neighbor’s cat

Party w/middle schoolers

Party with high school friends

Hit on mom’s book club

Stay out past curfew

Stay at Home

Sleep in cubicle

Sleep with boss’s daughter

Promote synergy

Consolidate portfolio

Use English major

Porn webmaster

Teach for America

Teach for Armenia

Adventure banking

Xtreme collating

Plastics

TPS reports

Outsource afternoon schedule

Export dignity

Count ceiling tiles

Tile ceilings and counters

Backpack through Europe

Write a blog

Empathize with foreign plight

Build a hut

Try falafel

Bribe an elected official

Recognize and affirm difference

Giggle at Lesbos

Get welcomed to the jungle

Pose with statue

Work at Hogan Bros.

Work at Bagel Bros.

Reaffirm stereotypes

Eat at authentic Italian Olive Garden

Find self

Lose passport

Live in tunnels

Play fall CUT

Catch fish for prospie dinners

Bounty hunt for Schiller

Become trusty

Become trustee

Full-time Vinayak graffiti artist

CLAP internship

Single-handedly construct Arts Union

Reassemble Twigonometry

Make name as Oden impersonator

Hire self out as Sodex ho

Gain super senior 70

Room with Toff

Eiffel Tower someone

Dutch Oven someone

Travel

Work

Stay at Carleton

BY JONATHAN HILLIS & SALOMONE BAQUIS
As the school year draws to a close, Carleton seniors must face the prospect of entering into a workforce that is, to quote Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke,
“effed in the a.” Despite this, the Carl wants the soon-to-be-gone graduates to know that a variety of future options await them. Below are but a few.

Tell us what your future plans are! Fill out this bracket and return it to box 1822. Next year in the bracket: 64 tips to drive your prospie wild!



TTHHIISS  WWEEEEKK  IINN  TTHHEE  CCAARRLL

PPLLEEAASSEE  RREECCYYCCLLEE  YYOOUURR  CCAARRLL

03 DOORMAT
Pulitzer Prize winner T.J. Stiles - A new twist on room draw -
Training new followers 

08 SOCIETY
Rotblatt Hall of Shame - J. Woodcock looks at people’s first times

11 ARTS & LIT
Senior art show - Independent People...kind of a downer

14 CURIOSITY
Kristen Asp and the Mystery of the Old Mill 

18 FEATURE
Four years of memories compressed into nine pages

28 MUSIC
Lupe Fiasco - The Year in Review - Spring Concert in Preview

30 CINEMA
Yes We Cannes! - Andreas examines Friday The 13th - Psych
department favorites - Kristen Asp and the Mystery of Why
Brendan Fraser Sucks

34 MAP
Making your campus travels more efficient

35 BRACKET
What to do after graduation              
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